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VOLUME THIRTY.
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AT T H E S N A K E
R O C K M INE
By FRANK H. SWEET
Copyright, 190U, by Frank H. Sweet

Joyce Killian was only two weeks
from a select boarding school In the
east where the young ladles were zeal
ously guarded from all contact with
the rough outside world. Yet this
morning she was tearing down Snake
Bock canyon upon a mustang, not
three months from a broncho buster,
with gaudy, cumbersome horse trap
pings that had been brought up from
Mexico more as a curiosity than for
use.
But there was no fear, no self con
sciousness In her face, and Instead of
trying to check the mustang her band
went out from time to time to stroke
and pat Its neck encouragingly as her
voice urged It on.
When she left the canyon she struck
a more level country, and here the
mustang was let out to its full speed.
Bedrock was still ten miles away, and
she must reach it and be back to the
mine before night It was already well
on toward noon.
Bedrock was a one street town which
commenced and ended in tents,'w ith a
few unpainted frame buildings in the
center. It was an hour after noon
when Joyce slipped from her horse In
front of the office of Gregg & Graw,
mine brokers and operators. Both of
the proprietors were in, and both rose
at her entrance. Young ladies of
Joyce’s type were not yet common at
Bedrock.
“I wish to see you about the Snake
Rock mine lease,” Joyce began gra
ciously.
Gregg bowed, but not before the vis
itor imagined she saw a swift glance
flash between the partners.
"I understand It expires In ten days,”
said Gregg blandly. "You are Miss
Killian?”
“Yes. We—Mr. Temple wishes to re
new the lease on the terms you pro
posed.”
“Visiting a t Snake Rock camp with
your aunt," went on Gregg. “You see,
we’ve all heard—or guessed. When—
er—Is the Interesting event to come
off, if you don’t mind?”
“If you are alluding to my marriage
with Mr. Temple, it has not yet been
announced,” answered Joyce coldly.
“But about the lease. Will you kindly
make It out as soon as possible? I have
some shopping to do in'town, and It Is
a long ride back to camp. Mr. Temple

» s t moment or tJU; _
But once outside she wondered If she
had done the best she could. He was
down In the mine working fiercely
with his men at the almost pure vein
which the explosives had uncovered
and believing that she would return
with the new lease. Only ten more
days, and he did not know it. W hat
could she do?
Before she had gone a hundred yards
she knew, and instead of keeping on
toward the stores she hurried to the
only printing office Bedrock contained.
An hour later the town was conspicu
ously posted with: “Men wanted at the
Snake Rock mine for ten days. Wages
$15 a day, pack mules $10.”
Ordinary wages for good laborers
was four or five. Bosses and superin
tendents did not average fifteen. In
an hour men were leaving regular Jobs
of work and ruthlessly breaking con
tracts. When Joyce finished her shop
ping and started for home she found
stragglers and groups with picks and
shovels scattered along the trail for
two miles or more. But she reached
the mouth of the mine first and sent
an imperative summons for Temple to
come to the surface. When he joined
her a half, hour later twenty men were
waiting for Jobs, with fifty hurrying
up the slope, and between the fifty
and Bedrock came half a thousand
more.
The regular force of the mine was
less than a hundred men, but the next
morning a thousand names were on
the payroll, divided into'day and night
shifts. A great stream of ore rolled
up out of the mine to the backs of the
pack mules and on the smelter at Bed
rock, from whence came certificates of
credit with figures that would have
staggered a mine owner of moderate
ideas. But Temple did not even see
them. He was down in the mine
working and watching day and night
to see that the great stream should
not slacken for even an Instant.
Joyce Insisted on a share in the
work and remained at the mouth of
the mine with book and pencil, keeping
a record of the stream as it flowed
past, and it was she who took charge
of the credit slips as they came in.
So a week went by? eight days, nine
days, and the tenth was nearing its
close when Temple came up from the
mine and staggered weakly to where
Joyce was standing with her book and
pencil. And behind Temple came the
half thousand men of the day shift,
slipping through the mouth of the
mine like the colls of a mighty ser
pent. The vein had again disappear
ed, and four hours of the lease re
mained.
When Temple looked over the credit
slips the weariness left his face. “I
knew it would be something stupen
dous,” he said to Joyce, with a long
breath, “but nothing like this. We
will divide two hundred thousand of It
among the workmen, less than onequarter, and then for the east.”
Courtship In Tibet.

W
HENT E M P L E

L O O K E D O V E R T H E C R E D IT
S L IP S T H E W E A R IN E S S L E F T H IS FA CE.

A prominent Englishwoman who has
visited Tibet says that- the people
of th at country have long ago solved
the question which has been causing
much discussion in England for years.
fn the lama country, she says, you
hear no cry “Why don't men propose?”
Every girl Is married and old maids
Are unknown.
The matchmaking
place, or the “shambang,” as it is call
ed, is a low hut, generally situated
midway between two villages, where
maidens and young men in every class
of life congregate around small fires
which they kindle themselves. If a
man is attracted by a certain girl he
invites her and her relatives to partake
of the warmth around his fire. This is
taken as a gentle hint th at he Is think
ing of proposing. The parents very
seldom if ever visit the “shambang.”
The girls spin, assisted by the men, tell
stories and sing until they tire. When
a man has made his choice he dresses
in his best and takes wine and food
to the parents of the girl he has cho
sen. If his suit Is approved his food
is eaten and his wine is drunk and
the girl Is his after he has paid a small
amount of money to her father.

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUH».
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T W. ROYER, M. I».,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

O

P. SPARE,

Contractor and Builder,
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
5aply.

j y j Y. WEBER, M. D.,
T£

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Hours: Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17,

TN A. KRUMEN, M. !>.,

Homeopathic Physician,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-23

jH W. WALTERS,

OOLLEBETILLE, Pa. Offioe Hours : Until 9
a. m ; 6 to 8 p. m.

n

B. HORNING, SI. 1» ,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. ra.

J

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

M.

H. HAMER, M. IK,

Homeopathic Physician.

8 . POKEY,

N. «ARNDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR VOR ALL K IN D S OF

Brick and Stone Masonry,

COLIiEGEVIIdijE, P O f f i c e Hours: Until CEMENTING, CONCRETIN'!, ETC Esti
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au. * anteed. Ifar“ SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
3-6-

T

IK GK.ABEK,

Physician and Druggist.

J

VINCENT POLEY,

Architect

Civil Engineer

With Medico Drug and Chemical Company,
and
MAIN ST., ROYERS FORD, PA.
At office until 9 a. m.; 12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to 8 160-162 SECOND AVE., ROYERSFORD, PA.
p. m.
Charges moderate. Correspondence solicited.
Town and country calls attended to. Prescrip 6-8-5
mos.
tions and medicines carefully compounded.
Bell ’Phone No. 32.
8, ROOMS,

JJARVEY Mjo SIIOMO,

SCHWENKSVILLE, p a .,

Attorney-at-Law,

Slater and Roofer,

AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
ROYERSFORD, PA. Norristown Office : 32l And dealer
etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
Swede St. All business entrusted to my care Stone,
tracted
at
lowest
prices.
lloct
will receive prompt attention. Loans negoti
ated . Both ’Phones
F reas Styer.

F. f . Scheuren’s

H erbert U . Moore.

STYEK it MOORE,

13025674

Attorneys-at-Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING-,
306 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
5-16.

Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
cigars ana tobacco
always on hand.

J^JAYNE R. LONGSTRETII*

Attorney-at-Law,
And Notary Publio. ::: No. 712 Orozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., l’a.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JOSEPH M. KRATZ,

Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,.
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
J ohn T. Wagner .

E dwin S. N ton .

Wagner & Nyce,

A. B. PARKER,
O p t i c i a n ,
217 DeKALB ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
K e y s t o n e ’P h o n e No. 277.
Eyes examined.
Consultation free.

i

I WHEN B E S S IE
Ï C H U R N ED

Attorneys and Counsellors - at - Lai,
Shoemaker Building,
601 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Conveyancing and Real Estate, properties
bought, sold and exchanged. Rents collected.
Money to lend on good security.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness and accuracy. Consultation in English
or German.
Telephone number 8-66-97 D.

By BLANCHE SEYMOUR

X

Copyright, look, by T. C, McClure
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'j-t-H -H -H -M-M-IBessie Martin was the only daughter,
and only child for th at matter, of
Farmer Martin and his wife. She had
come home from the academy on her
summer vacation, and at nineteen
years old she was handsome enough
JOHN 8. HIJNSICKEK,
and cute enough to turn the heads of a
dozen young men between daylight
Justice of the Peace,
and dark.
RAHN STATION, PA. Ooaveyaneer and
Ever since her sixteenth birthday
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.
she had been “somewhat engaged,” as
she expressed it, to Will Burt, son of
JOHN H. OASSELBERRV,
the village merchant, and previous to
her going to school he had driven out
Surveyor & Conveyancer. to the farm once or twice every week.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk Farmer Martin and his wife had
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable. looked upon it. as a case of “calf love”
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
and had neither encouraged nor dis
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.
couraged, but when three years had
passed in the same fashion things had
. FRANK BRANDRETÜ,

D B(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)
DENTIST,

One Exception.

“Papa, is the hand th at rocks the ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.
cradle the one th at rules the world?”
“That’s w hat I’ve heard.”
R, 8. IK CORNISH,
“Well, I know one th at don’t.”
“Who is it?”
DENTIST,
“Nurse. She wanted to go down
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
town, and mamma told her she’d fire
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ;:Gas
her If she went and wouldn’t give her administered.
Prices Reasonable.
no recommendation.” — Indianapolis
Keystone ’Phone No. 40.
Sentinel.
JJR . B. F. PLACE,
A Chronic Habit.
“No,” said the man who had recently
Dentist,
made his fourth pilgrimage to the mat
rimonial altar; “I can’t say th at mar
COR. MAIN AND DeRALB STREETS
riage is a failure.”
NORRISTOWN, PA.
“Of course not,” rejoined his bache
Rooms S08 and S06. - Entrance, Main Street.
lor friend. “With you it is merely a Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.
habit.”—Philadelphia Inquirer.
AINLESS EXTRACTIN G,
Then He Went.
3 5 , CENTN.
Father (at head of stairs)—Ethel,
O u r Latest Improved Method.
what time is it? Ethel (In drawing
room)—I t’s a quarter past 10, father.
Best Teeth, $5.00
Father—All right. Don’t ‘forget to
Gold Crowns, 5.00
start the clock again after the yodng
man goes out to get his breakfast.
High Grade W ork Only at

will sign the papers and return them
a t once. There are only ten days, and
he wishes to have the m atter arranged
without delay.”
“Why doesn’t he come down him
self?” demanded Graw bluntly.
“He is very bpsy at the mine, and I
convinced him that I could attend to
It Just as well,” Joyce answered. “He
said it was to be made out at twentyfive thousand and—your o r a offer.”
Graw laughed aloud.
“That offer was made four weeks
ago,” he said, “and Temple declined
it.”
“You mean you will not renew it for
that?”
“Exactly.”.
Joyce lost some of her color. W hat
little money she and her aunt had was
invested in the mine, as well as Hugh
Temple’s, and the lease ran out in ten
•days.
“Well,” she said slowly, “I am au
thorized, in case you should decline to
recognize your offer, to raise the
amount to what was paid last year—
In Anxious Query.
fifty thousand.”
A certain New York restaurant has
“Which we must decline,” said Gregg
suavely, “with real regret, you under become famous for its high prices. At
stand. And I will add th at we would the entrance a man Just leaving, hav
decline a hundred thousand ju st as ing paid his 'bill, was recently over
heard to ask the waiter, “I say—do you
prqmptly.”
“You mean that you will not re-lease charge anything for going out?”
the Snake Rock mine on any terms?”
G e n e T o n .ly T h o u g h tf u l.
the girl’s white lips asked.
Ragson Tatters—Say, boss, gimme
“Exactly. We expect to resume op
the price of a meal. I’m nearly star—
erations there ourselves.”
“I understand—you have heard. And Stlnglman—Can’t do It, me poor fellow,
I suppose you call this business. You but the next man you ask may, so
made a fortune out of the mine, and here’s a toothpick.—Exchange.
then when you lost the vein you leased
Letter, of Introduction.
it to ,Mr. Temple through misrepre
sentations. He paid you $90,000 and
Letters of introduction should not
has sunk more than $90,000 in search be worded in too complimentary or
ing for that vein. Until day before highly flattering terms. As they are
yesterday, from nearly a year’s work, left unsealed and delivered in person
it is embarrassing for the caller to de
he took out less than $1,000. He told liver them. The letter should simply
me that you were up there yourselves introduce the bearer, state that he is
only a short time ago trying to Induce a friend and that any courtesy or en
him to re-lease the mine for $25,000, be tertainment shown him will be great
lieving it to be exhausted. Now”—
ly appreciated.
“As Temple has rediscovered the
vein, richer than ever,” finished Graw
- The Doctor’s Viewpoint.
coolly, “we propose to operate It our
Doctor—Well, sir, I congratulate you.
selves. But you may tell him that If
he will turn the mine over to us at It’s all nicely over. Newestpop—And
daylight tomorrow we will pay him what Is It, doctor? Doctor—One hun
hack one-half the year’s lease. $25,- dred dollars, thank you.—Town Topics.
800.”
’
The most delicate, the most sensible,
“And let him lose the other $75,000,”
flashed back Joyce. “No, thank you. of -all pleasures consists in promoting
Will hold the mine until the very the pleasures of others.—Bruyere.

P

Reasonable Prices.

TEETH WITHOUT PLATES.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, '<0c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
502 Swede St., Cor. Airy, Norristown. Pa.
Open 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sundays : 10 a. ra.
to 1 p. m.

X J.

S. G, FINKBINER,

ROYERSFORD, PA.
(Formerly Cashier of the Natlomtl Haul' ot
Royersford, successor to David Springer.)
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE: Mu
tual and Stock Companies represented. Matur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed at
established board rates. Special attention to
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
Loans. Notary Public.
10-3.

P. BALDWIN,

Real Estate Broker,
AND CONVEYANCER.
Public Sales on Commission. LOANS, Fire
and Life Insurance, rent and Incomes oolleeted,
estates managed and general business agent.
Property of every description FOR SALE and
for rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
OollegevlUe, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.
d w a r d d a y id ,

E

Painter and

Paper-Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, FA. SSTSamples of paper
always on hand.

“ GOOD F O R YOU, GAL, !”
E X C L A IM E D
RO UG H V O IC E A T T H E DOOR.

A

begun to look more serious. The en
gagement was announced, with the
consent of the parents on both sides.
Love did not run smoothly, however.
Bessie wanted to put In one more term
and graduate, and Will insisted on
marriage In the fall. Both being quick
tempered and impulsive, they had had
many a small quarrel before, but on
this occasion It threatened to degener
ate into something serious.
Will had driven out to the farm, in
the forenoon to urge the matter from
his standpoint, and as Bessie had th at
day been chased by a cow, stung by a
bumble bee and fallen down the back
steps she whs In no mood for gentle
argument. It wasn’t long before the
pair were at loggerheads, and when
the young man left the house to Jump
into his buggy and drive furiously
away It was with the understanding
that If be never returned no hearts
would be broken.
“La me, but how silly 1” exclaimed
the mother as she came In from the
kitchen and found Bessie kneeling on
the floor, with her head burled in her
lounge and sobs choking her utterance.
“Do—do—you—you suppose I’m going
to lpt Will Burt, boss me around as If
I were a child!” exclaimed the girl as

sne sprang to her feet and dashed the
tears away.
“I don’t think he wants to boss.”
“He does. He not only wants to
boss, but he’s selfish. I told him I’d
almost been hooked by a cow, was
stung by a bumblebee and bad a fall,
but did he sit down and bold my hand
and pity me? Not a pity! He Just
went on to tell me that he could buy a
house, and all that, and that we’d be
married In October. He talked as if I
had no voice In the matter.”
“Oh, come now.”
“It Isn’t as if I couldn’t have forty
other beaus if I wanted ’em. I don’t
like bis saying tbat he’s going to do
this and he’s going to do tbat, Just
as If he ran the earth. He knew I’d
cry when he Was gone, but did he even
turn to look at the house when he
drove away? He knows how it hurts
to be stung by a bumblebee, but when
I showed him the swelling on my left
arm did he say It was too bad and
kiss It?”
“He probably forgot,” soothed the
mother as she handed over her ging
ham apron as a tear wipfer. “I know
one time when your father was courtin’
me I fell off a fence, and”—
“But I’m not talking about you and
pa,” Interrupted Bessie as a fresh as
sortment of sobs threatened to stick
In her throat. “Will Burt finds me a
sufferer, and what does he do to cheer
me up? Nothing. On the contrary, he
makes me miserable and drives me into
saying tbat I could marry some one
better than him before sundown. I
know I could, too, but I—I”—
“Well, now, you go and lie down awhile
until that bee sting gets better and you
git over bein’ nervous. Will will prob
ably be out here tomorrow to beg your
pardon and tell you that he is awfully
sorry. I’ll wet a rag In-camphor and
put It on your forehead, and if you can
sleep for an hour or two you’ll be all
right. Your father and I had fifty dif
ferent spats afore we were married,
but never a one since. Come, daugh
ter.”
The girl slept not only for an hour,
but for three. She was then awakened
by her mother, who explained that she
and the father had to drive to town
to see about some legal business and
that Bessie must mind the house for
the afternoon. A quarter of an. hour
later they were off, and, after taking
a little walk in the garden and reading
a story, Bessie happened to remember
th at the cream was in the churn ready
to be beaten into butter th at evening,
so she decided to go ahead with it,
The churn was placed near the open
kitchen door, and when she first sat
down she had a book in her left band.
Thoughts of Will Burt were upper
most, however, and gradually the book
sank down to her lap, and she worked
the dasher and reflected at the same
time:
“If I hadn’t been chased by a cow,
and stung by a bumblebee, and fallen
down the steps and rolled over among
the weeds, and was feeling all broken
up It wouldn’t have mattered, but he
never'pitied me, and be didn’t ask to
see the sting, and he wanted every
thing his way, and when he knew I
was getting mad—and I say I won’t
stand It—I won’t—I won’t—I won’t!
If Will Burt doesn’t come back and say
he’s sorry he can just go to pot, and
I’ll—yes, I’ll marry some ona-else.”
“Good for you, gal!” exclaimed a
rough voice at the door, and she
sprang away from the churn' with a
scream to find herself facing the
toughest looking tramp she had ever
seen.
“No call to git skeert, gal,” he said
as he entered the room and closed the
door. “I was lyin’ under the hedge
when the old folks drove away, and I
know you are alone In the house. I
ain’t half bad unless I’m riled. When
I’m riled, then look out. Now, then,
don’t make any mistakes. Firstly,
put some wlttles on the table. Do as
I say and you shan’t be harmed. Do
some other way and I pity you from
the bottom of my heart.”
The girl placed a meal on the table,
and after ordering ber to sit opposite
to him the tramp fell to and satisfied
his appetite. When he shoved back
from the table he said:
“Now, then, I’m goln’ through the
crib. I might ask you to go along and
p’lnt out where the valuables are kept,
but I shan’t take any chances. I see
th at there are wooden bars outside the
pantry window, and In there you go
till the old folks come home.”
Bessie entered the big pantry with
out a word, glad to be out of the pres
ence of the man. He fastened the door
on ber and then went on a prowl
through the house. There was another
door, however, which he had closed,
but not bolted, the outside kitchen
door. He was taking his time to make
up a bundle of plunder when the door
was softly opened by a sturdy young
man.
Will Burt had gone away angry, as
many a lover has done before, but be
hadn’t driven a mile before be wished
himself back. Out of sheer pride he
drove on to the village and tried to
make himself believe he didn’t care,
but an hour after noon he was return
ing over the same road. He would not
call, he said, but Just drive by the
farm and give Bessie a chance to call
him In. He had driven up and down
three or four times when the silence of
the house began to mystify him and
he forgot bis dignity and hitched his
horse. As he opened the kitchen door
he saw th at the pantry door opposite
was fastened. Grossing the room, he
pulled the stick from over the catch
and was rewarded by a voice saying:
“Oh, Will, but I'm so glad—so glad!”
“I—I meant to kiss that bee sting,”
he replied, “and I was a brute not to.
In fact, my dear, I was all to blame,
and I beg forgiveness, and’’—
“And there’s a tramp In the house!”
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
“Waal, I should say!” exclaimed the
mother as she entered the house an
hour later. “Two fond hearts have
been reunited, and here’s an old tramp
bound hand and foot and ready to be
carted to Jail and leave nutbin’ but
happiness In this family!”

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
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It "dips" a little in order to eaten tne
rain water.
Tbe front of the but bas a door,
which forms the only ventilation, and
often the only means T»y which light
can enter. This door is generally open,
and tbe family sits either Inside tbe
hut quite close to the door or outside
in the open. They usually have a kind
of cellar, which Is a natural or arti
ficial excavation In the rock founda
tion, and In this cellar they keep a pig.
Sanitation, is decidedly primitive.
A rt* o f t h e

E tru sc a n * .

In the Etruscan museum at Rome in
the Villa Papa Giulia, among the ob
jects found at Faleril belonging to the
sixth century before Christ, is a skull
which has the gold mounting of sever
al false teeth fixed in Its upper jaw,
very similar to the mountings used by
dentists of our own day. Cremation is
as old as the days of Romulus and Re
mus. If Romulus did not cremate Re
mus bis contemporaries certainly cre
mated their dead, as is shown by the
graves of this epoch recently discov
ered in the Roman forum. Historians
have been accustomed to regard the
Etruscans as belonging to a primitive
era of civilization, but In some of their
utensils they were astonishingly mod
ern. Their bronze tripods for holding
saucepans over lamps might have been
copied from the kettle stands of the
modern breakfast table except for the
beauty of their workmanship.
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By LOWELL O. REESE
Copyright, 190lt, by Lowell O. Beese

A saint would have been driven fran
tic by tbe girl. I threw up my hands,
figuratively, groaned literally and with
an expletive uot a t all in harmony with
the best ethics of polite society declar
ed to my tortured soul th at she had the
sphinx beaten a mile.
The same not being an elegant thing
to do, I excuse It only on the ground
that I was worried to the point of ir
responsibility. I swore by all the gods,
from the little mud god of the Digger
Indian to the w ar god Thor, never to
have anything more to say to her. Fif
teen minutes later-1 was back on the
hotel veranda watching th at tantaliz
ing, inscrutable glint in her eye. For
I was human, and she was very dear
to me.
And the worst of it was she knew
It. Once let a girl know you love her
and you are lost.
“And you don’t wish me to go out
with Mr. Blakeslee?” she said with pro
voking mildness. “And why, please?'’
“First,” I broke out, “because you’re
going to marry me, and th at In Itself
ought”— “Indeed! And will you kindly tell
me just when I promised to marry you,
Mr. Jack Weston?”
She wasn’t angry. I had not even
th at satisfaction. But I was both an
gry and in love.
“You—well, you know It’s as good as
settled,” I began, but she interrupted
me.
“As—good—as—settled!” she murmur
ed dreamily. “Watch me now!” she
said. She lifted her hand toward a
brilliant butterfly which had alighted
upon a rose at the edge of the porch.
Her fingers opened. "See!” she said
breathlessly. “I reach my hand—my fin
gers nearly touch him. Have I got
him, though? It seems all I have to
do Is to close my fingers so—ah!” The
gaudy creature eluded her Just as her
fingers brushed his striped wings. “I
didn’t get him!” she sighed. “And I
was so sure of him!”
She jumped up, gave me a teasing
smile and ran down the steps. Pres
ently I saw her with Blakeslee going
toward the boat landing. A little later
they were moving briskly up the river,
and then I saw—
I t made my heart stop. Blakeslee
palpably was the rawest dub in a ca
noe, and a canoe with an unskillful

M ISS M IL W OOD, STR A N G ELY Q U IR T , H U D 
D L E D IN T H E BOTTOM O F T H E CANOE.

hand on the paddle Is about as dan
gerous as a powder mill with a live
coal knocking about in It.
I started Involuntarily toward the
boat landing where my own canoe
lay. Then I turned on my heel and
stamped back. Not to save a thou
sand lives—my own included—would
I be seen following them. They and
all the rest of the world would at
tribute It to Jealousy, and—
And deep down In my poor, aching,
bedeviled heart I knew It would be the
truth.
I dug up my pipe and polluted tbe
sweet summer a ir for rods around. I
Rock Caves as Homes.
A large number of the natives of determined to be a pessimist and a
Tenerife dwell In rock caves at tbe cynic and spend the rest of my life
present time, while those who have sneering at everything I used to like.
made more progress Inhabit huts that I jeered at the idea of human felicity
and wished I’d never been bom. I
resemble tbe caves.
Tbe dwellings of these Islanders are bad what Is technically known as the
simply large boxes, often built. If such mollygrubs. And then—
Suddenly a great light broke over me,
a term can be used, -on the rock. They
have three completed sides without and I saw where I bad been playing
openings of any kind; the roof Is prac the fool Instead of the wise general. I
tically flat, except that In tbe center had been giving her all the advantage.

ana as l reviewed my case i grew ut
terly and thoroughly ashamed of my
self. The spectacle of a great six foot
grownup man toddling around, be
seeching a small girl to love him! How
could she, whdh I was so devoid of
stamina as that?
And then I determined that, come
what might, I would do so no more. It
might break my heart, but I was deter
mined. Then, too, my heart was all
crushed to frazzles anyway, so a little
more breaking would be a mere inci
dent not worth considering.
A m utter of thunder In tbe west, and
I glanced up in apprehension. A black
cloud was rolling up through the pines,
and already the wind was beginning to
sway tbe tree tops. I rose and looked
up the river. No canoe was* In sight.
Filled with alarm I climbed Into my
canoe, a tiny thing, and paddled furi

An Invitation to Dine.

“San Francisco Is only an hour’s
Journey from Baltimore, comparative
ly speaking," said a resident of the
City of the Golden Gate. “In the old
days It took a month to cross the
plains, and you risked your life to
round Cape Horn. Now you board a
comfortable Pullman In Baltimore at
4 o’clock in the afternoon and take din
ner at 0 In Frisco—almost. And since
the days of rapid railroad transit have
begun the Pacific coast has not been
so far out of the world as one might
imagine who had not taken the trip.
Why, I remember when people read
with awe of thrilling journeys all the
Way from the eastern coast towns to
Pittsburg and when a man would
shudder his teeth loose with Just think
ing of the terrible trip to Chicago,
while to mention Salt Lake City or
ously up the stream ahead of the rising Denver would bring up hideous visions
of gtarless nights on arid deserts and
wind.
H alf a mile up the river, and no sign wholesale massacres by red demons.
of the canoeists. The wind swept down And, speaking of red demons, I think
and almost Instantly the water was the cigar store Indian has done much
beaten Into wbltecaps, and tbe little to overcome eastern fear of th e noble
shell bobbed like a cork, but I held it red man, standing In lnnqcent bravery
straight ahead and watched it with the all day long, with a wooden hatchet in
instinct of one trained to the paddle. one hand and a bunch of cigars in the
other.
And then the rain came!
“But w hat was I talking about? Oh,
As I rounded a bend in the channel
I saw them. They were huddled under yes—Frisco btlng so close to Balti
a heavy pine near the w ater’s edge. more. Come out some Sunday and
The waves were trying to drag the ca take dinner with mej” — Baltimore
noe away from the bank, and Blakes News.
lee, the picture of woe, was struggling
A n E n g U a h S p o rtin g E v e n t.
to get it ashore.
A notable sporting event came off a t
I ran my canoe close In and sprang York, England, In 1804. The wife of
upon the bank before they saw me. It Colonel Thornton, a well known sports
was growing dark, w hat with the man, had backed herself to race
storm and the lateness of the hour. against Mr. Flint for 500 guineas a
Miss Milwood turned and gave a glad side. The crowd was estimated, at 100,cry.
000. For three miles Mrs. Thornton
“Oh, Jack,” she said piteously, “I’m led, but her horse had “much the
so glad! We’ve been unable to get shorter stroke of the two,” and Mr.
home! Our canoe was beaten back by Flint then forged ahead, and Mrs.
the storm, and it upset and we were Thornton gave up in mercy to ber
thrown into the water, and It was a horse. She was much less tender to
mercy it was near the shore, else we’d Mr. Flint. A few days later the York
havq drowned!”
Herald contained a letter from her, ac
“How did you escape?” I asked cusing him of lack of gallantry in re
stiffly.
fusing to allow a gentleman to ride
“We—we waded! And I’m chilling to round with her, so as to he handy for
death, Jack!” H er lips were blue with the rescue If her saddle slipped round,
cold, and she shivered miserably. Poor as It had done a few days before; in
Blakeslee was in no better plight.
saying, “Keep th at side, ma’am,”
I hastened to right the other canoe gruffly to her at the starting point, and
with Blakeslee’s help. Then I put the in beating her as badly as he could.
luckless boatman aboard, paddled him She defiantly challenged him again for
across to the mainland and bade him next year.—London Chronicle.
sprint for the hotel and get a roaring
S u rg e ry b y H a n d a n d F o o t.
fire ready. I then recrossed the river,
Surgery In the sixteenth century was
lifted the terrified girl into the large
canoe, tied the other behind and set out not the refined science of the present
in the teeth of the storm. Doggedly day. Anaesthetics and antiseptics were
and steadily, keeping as much as possi unknown, and the battlefield operating
ble In the lea of the shore, we crept theater was often Just where the pa
down the angry sheet of water. Miss tient fell.
In one of the many battles In which
Milwood, strangely quiet, huddled in
the bottom of the canoe and said not the fighting Duke of Guise engaged
a word. But I could hear her teeth he was knocked down by one of the
chattering and I felt love and pity enemy’s arrows, which pierced his
struggling hard with my new resolu head between the nose and one of tbe
tion to be grimly firm and uncompro eyes.
Pare, the famous French surgeon,
mising,
My muscles were aching and my was on the field, and he Immediately
heart throbbing as though it would put his foot on the dalle's face and
burst when at last we drew into the drew the arrow out by sheer brute
shelter of the boathouse. I fastened force.
The operation inconvenienced the
the canoes and lifted the wet figure
duke somewhat, but he survived It
ashore.
“Oh, Jack,” she quavered, “I should and lived to he assassinated.
have died If you hadn't”—
Talma on Balloon*.
“I beg you won’t mention it, Miss
In an interesting old letter dated 1784
Milwood,” I said with exaggerated po
liteness. It was a mean thing to say. I Talma, the French tragedian, discusses
realized it at the time, but it was nec the future of balloons. At th a t period
essary If I was to crush the fierce long aeronauts were regarded as strange
folk, but few people could resist the
ing to take her in my arms.
I hurried her up to the hotel. From fascination of a voyage through the
time to time she pushed back her wet lair, expensive and dangerous though it
hair and gazed a t me with a pathetic was. Talma remarks in this letter that
wistfulness which I affected not to see. fw e are promised many advantages
The storm had blown swiftly away, through the means of these balloonists.
and tbe big wblte moon was sailing The most distant objects will be pre
through the sky dotted w ith scudding sented to the mind of the traveler al
most in a glance. Where will it lead
cloud drift.
I resigned her to the care of the so us—to the moon? They speak of a
licitous Mrs. Kerens, who was all world in th at planet. W hat vast fields
sympathy and bustling motherllness. are opening before ns!” , .
Blakeslee was there in an agony of con
Almost Eavesdropping.
trition. I went away, changed my wet
Among the public men In England is
clothing and sat down within the half a well known speaker whose remarks
lighted library, gloomily watching the are Inaudible twenty feet away, and
pine logs in the wide fireplace.
of him a w it said, “No one admires Mr.
After about an boar a timid hand X. more than I do, but I always feel
parted the curtains, and I knew with- th a t I am taking a liberty in over
out turning my head who it was. She hearing w hat he says.”
came In slowly.
“Jack,” she said tremulously.
Cause For Fear.
I sprang to my feet and offered her a
“I’m so afraid of lightning,” said the
chair. She refused to notice It. She pretty girl, who was a born flirt.
held out her hands. I in turn refused
“And well yon may be,” rejoined one
to notice them.
of her masculine victims. “You have
“Jack,” she whispered, “are you an a heart of steel.”—Philadelphia In
gry?”
quirer.
“Not at all, Miss Milwood!” I rejoin
ed,, still excessively polite and proper.
Peculiarities of Iron.
“I am merely going to reform.”
Men who have worked a lifetime in
She knew.
fashioning cast iron under the lathe
For a moment she stood silent with are greatly surprised on learning that
her bead bent down. I stood gazing ’the same material, when employed In
over her head with eyes which dared th e heating pipes of a blast furnace
not look for a moment a t hers, else all stove, grows from six Inches to a foot
were lost. Then I heard her sob.
in length from constant use. And the
"It was a bad day for butterflies,” I furnace man li equally unprepared to
muttered huskily.
bear th a t the core bars used for casting
She glanced up, and I saw her eyes pipes lose as much as three Inches In
filled with tears. “This butterfly is casting twenty or thirty pieces.
tired, Jack—dear Jack!” she whispered.
" It doesn’t w ant to fly I”
(.
Are Perfumes Disinfectants 7
“Never—for always?”
i I asked a doctor in England If per"Never—for always!"
fumes are really disinfectants. “No,”
I t was good—all th at wretchedness he said. “How can they be?” I asked
and anxiety of long months, when she a doctor In France the same question,
lay tight against my breast and I kiss and he answered, “Yes, madame, with
ed the perverse red Ups—meek now and out doubt,” and explained th at the
sweetly submissive. Perverse no more, basis of every perfume Is a strong es
for the butterfly was caught!
sential oil of some kind and th at these
essential oils are antiseptic and possess
Raskin as an Art Critic.
most valuable disinfecting qualities.
I t is probably by this time pretty Now, which is right?—London Truth.
generally recognized th at the debt
A Quick Cure.
th at we owe to Ruskin Is not primarily
“IS your father well now, Johnnie?”
for w hat he did and said about art.
I t was as a moralist and a philosopher i “Oh, yes; pa got well all on a sudth at he was really great. Of course dent like, yesterday.”
“Did he take”—
when a man of high Intellectual pow
‘.‘No, he didn’t take no physic. He
ers devotes a large portion of his life
to the study of a subject It Is Inevita ju st heard my mother’s mamma ask
ble that his labors must possess a cer ing if his life Insurance policy was in
tain value. We may even go further a safe place, and he was up in a pair
than th at and say th at when a man of minutes.”
of high intellectual powers chooses to
Untimely Somnolence',
write upon a subject w hat he writes
I
“He
says
he has so many business
must possess a certain value. But It
Is quite possible th§t the kernel of the troubles they keep him awake nights.”
nut may be found in his digressions 1 “Yes, but they don’t keep him wide
or in light incidentally thrown upon awake daring business hours, and
other matters. Ruskln’s writings upon th a t’s his principal trouble.”—Philadel
art possess very great value, but their phia Press.
value Is not for w hat they tell us
A T r u th f u l G irl.
about art, but for w hat they tell us | He—Give me a kiss? She (decidedly)
about Buskin. Every page of “Mod —I won’t. He—Yon shouldn’t say “I
em Painters” Is worth reading, not won’t ” to me. Yon should have said
because Its author was a great art “I prefer not.” She—But th at wouldn’t
critic, but because he was a great phi be true.
losopher and moralist. No time Is
wasted which Is spent In the company 1 There Isn't anything very bad with
of the wise and good.—L. W. Clarke in any one who has his best times at
Macmillan’s Magazine.
‘home.—Atchison Globe.

been discovered in time.” I asked
if he had any definite idea of the
time when the spike was driven in
to the way, and how it could have
been driven without attracting the
attention of the numerous workmen
about. . “No,” he said, “ not in the
Published Every Thursday.
least. It is a serious problem. I
have a theory that it must have
MONTG. CO., PA. been driven at low tide, because it
could hardly have been driven
under the water, and when found
E. S. MOSER, EDITOR and PROPRIETOR.
in position it was considerably be
neath the surface at half tide.” To
my question whether the persons
under suspicion were employes or
T H U R S D A Y , O C T O B E R 13, 1 9 0 4 .
outsiders, he said “Excuse me; I
prefer not to answer that qnstion.
A lot of Republicans and Democrats are busy dairying But I will say that they (if, as pro
New York.
bable, there was more than one)
were familiar with the details of
shipbuilding. O, yes; several are
I n 1896 only forty-four Americans emigrated to Canada. being vigilantly watched by our
In 1903 the emigration amounted to 47,780 people.
secret sevice men, who have gone
to Brooklyn. We hope to catch the
scoundrels,
and make an example,
Senator P enrose places the coming majority for Roose of them.
velt in Pennsylvania at 300,000. The Senator is in a position
The death of Senator Hoar has
to be able to make a rather accurate guess.
brought to light many interesting
fact concerning his life and char
T he author of “Peck’s Bad Boy” might give our P resi acter that are not contained in his
dent a bit of advice along the line of writing books without recent autobiography. The Senator
was the grandson of Roger Sher
hurling boomerangs.
man, the Connecticut patriot who
signed the Declaration of Indepen
As a m atter of economy in court m atters Montgomery dence and the son of that Samuel
countians might well suggest that Philadelphia wickedness Hoar who was driven out of
Charleston, S. C. in 18-14, when he
be kept within the limits ,of that city. .
went as a representative of Massa
chusetts to guard the interests of
Giant gamblers are fighting each other in Chicago in free negroes. He was an omnivor
their efforts to effect corners in wheat and corn. Consumers ous reader, but even fonder of
newspapers than of books. He was
pay big royalties to gamblers.
so addicted to night reading that it
was difficult to-fget him to take
enough
rest. His penmanship was
Cleveland, Olney, and Carlisle, three of the most
almost
as illegible as Horace
notable Democrats of the United States, will deliver speeches
Greeley’s, but he had more con
before the Business Men’s P arker and Davis Association in sideration for his correspondents,
Carnegie Hall, New York, on the evening of October 21. Mr. for he seldom answered their
Cleveland will preside.
letters in bis own hand. His sten
ographer was constantly at his side.
I t is asserted in well posted quarters that the South He had lived in Massachusetts so
long that he had acquired a strong
African war so enlisted the sympathies and enlarged the piscivorous habit, and he demand
patriotism of the Canadians for the mother country as to deal ed of his landlady codfish balls
a stunning blow to the sentiment for annexation to the United twice a week for breakfast. He was
fond of singing praises to this sea
States, which had been steadily growing up to that period.
born bolus. By those who knew
him well and heard him often he
A special to the Star from Warrensburg, Mo., October was deemed a conscientious and
10, sa y s: As the result of a head-on collision to-day between fearless speaker and a statesman of
an eastbound Missouri Pacific passenger train and a western a high and ideal type. If he now
freight, near here, 21 dead have been taken from the wreck knows what is going on, this frugal
economist must be glad that he died
and many are injured.
when Congress was not in session
to hire special trains sumptuously
T h e voters of Montgomery county will reward a faithful provided at a cost of $25,000 to give
public servant by re-electing James J. Thomson, of Ply his poor remains a vulgar and os
mouth, for Director of the Poor. Mr. Thomson has thus far tentatious burial.
Democratic papers hereabouts are
discharged the responsible duties of his office with intelligent warmly
attacking and Republican
and painstaking care and his re-election wilt be a tribute from papers as eagerly defending the
the people deservedly bestowed upon a worthy public official. speech of General Luke Wright in
Manila on Monday evening. At a
banquet
given by the Independence
O n e of the most remarkable trips in connection with the
party he said “the South American
exploitation of the World’s Fair was completed when Rev. S. republics, where revolutions are
P. Vernor, the Presbyterian missionary, who brought eight I rife and where each country is torn
pigmies out of the African jungle, arrived at St. Louis. His continually in factional strife, are
journey included 26,000 miles, 800 of which were traversed fashioned on the United States
on foot through the wilds and deserts of Central Africa and mode1, but they have demonstrated

H E :
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lasted eight months.

possible has been entirely ignored
and almost forgot. A better day
seems to have dawned.
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MAN AND NATURE.
From the New York Tribune.

It is not easy to apprehend the
fact that human life on the globe
dependent upon such incidents as
co-operation with birds or the col
lateral evolution of certain plants.
Yet it has been asserted by scien
tists that human life, if possible at
all on the globe, would be at a very
low stage but for the co-existence
of three or four families of plants—
the cereal, the solanum, the palm
and the rose families. Wherever
we turn we find ourselves in inter
dependent relations with these fou
allies. The palm alone, with its
ancient representatives in the
coalera, gives us not fewer than
one thousand varieties of valuable
fruits and fibres. The solanum
family gives us the potato, the to
mato and tobacco; the cereal family
gives us rice, on which one-third of
the race mostly subsists ; oats and
corn for ourselves and our domesti
cated animals, as well as wheat and
rye for bread, and the true grasses
for animals! These last are simply
undeveloped cereals. The rose
family gives us nearly all the fruits
in our orchards and gardens, as
well as the noblest of flowers that
adorn our lawns. Some represen
tatives of each one of these families
are found over the larger part
the habitable globe.
An important evolution is still
going on in plant life. We are mor
likely, however, to note the appear
ance of noxious plants than the de
velopment of those of sterling merit,
These very weeds indicate a strug
gle for existence, in which struggle
the oversight of man is required
Out of the crowding occasionally
comes a plant of marvelous benefi
cence, like the potato. In fact, the
greater part of human effort is ex
erted in selecting from what nature
produces and destroying the poorer
product. Most of the finer apples
plums and cherries could not have
struggled into dominance over the
wild and crabbed fruit without our
assistance. We are still getting on
with second rate things in our
gardens and ofchard, because we
have not had wit enough to prevent
some of the choicest from being lost
The work of Mr. Burbank in Cali
fornia is valuable not only for what
he is directly producing for us in
the way of new and finer varieties
of fruit, but for the inspiration
which he is giving to the people
everywhere to experiment for them
selves and to take a hand in
evolution.

e n ’s

* F

u r n is h in g

* G o o d s.

MEN’S UNDERWEAR of every description.
GLOVE8 of every variety for dress or work.
NEGLIGE AND WORKING SHIRTS to meet every demand.
NECKWEAR, HOSIERY, SUSPENDERS, latest styles in profusion.
SWEET, ORR & CO.’S Overalls and Pants.
EVERYTHING ELSE in Gents’ Furnishing Goods

F o r F a l l and. YVTntei*.
SI. 50,

$2.00,

W M. H. GILBERT.

S T Y L IS H 1 »

M ain Street,

Fall Overcoats In light and dark shades, long and short, $7, $10
and |15.
Rain ( o a is $10 and $14.
Boys’ Knits, single and double-breasted, $5, or $7 A0 and $10.
Children Knits. $2.50, $3 00, $3 50, $4.00, $5.00.
Children’s Knee Pants, .in corduroy and cassimeres, 50, 65,75
and 90 cents.
We also make NUITS TO O R D E R , guarantee first-class fit at
reasonable prices.

HERM AN
66 and

»

68

W

E. M A I N

E T ZET
STREET,

N O R R IS T O W N .

W IN D O W SH A D ES,

CURTAINS - AND - FIXTURES.

$3.50.

ROYERSFORD.

T h is S to re H a s C o m e O ut
S tr o n g in

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
The great variety of STYLES and a large assortment of newest Fall
and Winter Clothing, the good wearing quality and the LOW
PRICES have always brought to us a very large patronage.
Men’s Suits In Single and doable breasted for $5, $7.50,$.10, $12.50,
$15 and $18, and endless variety of Men’. Trouser, for $1.25, $1 50,
$2 00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4 00.

$3.00,

I. P . W IL L IA M S ,

AND ALL AT KOCH.-BOTTOM PRICES.
132 WEST MAIN STREET.

$2.50,

Boys’ Caps — 15, 25, 50 Cents.
Boys’ Knee Ponts— 25, 50, 75 Cents.
Boys’ Waists nnd Blouses — 25, 50 Cents.
Boys’ Shirts — 25, 35, 50 Cents.
SPECIAL
Boys’ $3.00 Serge Salts, age 3 to 9, $1.50.

s G-oods,
T R IM M IN G S A N D L IN IN G S.
It Is the intention of the present management to make it better and bigger than ever,
and to be THE store for tbese three lines of feminine apparel requisites.

The Newest Dress Fabrics
are here, and you will notice that these stocks, or the bulk of them, are placed directly
beneath the skylight in the centre of the store, where the business office was formerly
located. Here the flood of light affords facilities of seeing the colors and shades in their
proper effects, and helps to reveal defects, if any, at first acquaintance.
The store Invites particular people to assemble in this light and Inspect the Black
Goods or Dress Goods assembled there. It will pay any woman to learn what high walue
can be coupled with our price cleverness.
Five Patterns
Best Mohairs
o f Shotted Silk
and Ladies’ Cloths.
In Blue, Brown, Garnet, Grey and their
Black materials embrace Merinos,
shades.
Fine Plaid Suitings, 40 inches wide,
Voiles, Melrose, Armore, Prunella,
all shades.
Granite and Satin Sole.
WOOL BLANKETS—11-4 in size, of fine workmanship, $3.98. They are
really worth much more.

I# H# B ren d lin g er Company,
8 0 -8 2 M ain Street,

2 1 3 -2 1 5 DeKalb.Street,

2ÑTO R R I S T O W N ,

D R’ A , Xi. B O W E R ,I

R em oval N otice.

Buying these useful and pretty things here Is spending to save, because we sell them at
the same close margin we do all other goods, so that tt will make it worth your while to
O- D E N T I S T
buy here always.
The season’s smartest and best styles are
open and no old-timers passed off'as
up-to-df.te.
who has been for the last 17
Norristown, Pa.
years at 200 Swede Street,
That’s why we enjoy such a constantly Increasing trade.
has removed to
LACE CURTAINS
Filling
of
Teeth.
Window Shades
NOTTINGHAM
415 DeKALB STREET,
Artificial Sets. ’
are a great fad with us, and you will read
IRISH POINT
lly see that we have every good thing that Gas Administered.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
BRUSSELS
belongs to this important branch.
ARABIAN
85«. for a Good Shade
TAMBOUR
RENAI88ANCF.
Mounted on reliable spring rollers.
CEUNEY
35 Cents
50c. a pair up to $10.00.
for the usual 50c. shade, spring roller.
GO TO
TAPESTBY CURTAINS
50 Cents
$2 00 a pair up to $25 00 in
for the best shade made, and all of these
ORIENTAL 8TRIPES
In aDy color you want, and If not In stock
MERCERIZED
we will make It for you in a few days.
VELOUR
— COLLEGEVILLE, PENNA . —
Curtain Fixtures
DERBY
PLUSH
In these essentials we have all the latest
Better Than Pills.
Keystone ’Phone No. 8,
SILK
improvements, and many so new that we
The question has been asked—In wh
Two Toned Effects
are sure you have not seen them.
way ere Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
Better post yourself in our curtain room
The latest novelty. Many styles and
and make sure you get the best for yod<
Tablets superior to the ordinary cathartic
colors.
money when you buy.
and liver pills! Our answer hi—They are
$ 4 .5 0 wiU buy 3 3-inch Brass-lined pump with glass or brass
easier and more pleasant to take and their
valve seat of the above make. Cheaper than wood
effect is so gentle and so agreeable that one
pumps and will last a life time.
Main and DeKalb Sts.
hardly realizes that it Is produced by
NORRISTOWN.
medicine. Then they not only move the
that the people have made a failure
1in self-government. ” It is feared bowels but Improve the appetite and aid the
that such countries as Brazil, Chili, digestion. For sale at 25 cents per bottle by
Jos. W. Culbert, Collegeville, M. T. Hun
I atMi Argentina will be annoyed. sicker, Rahn Station, and at Brownback
— Successor to and formerly with —
But on the other hand u is held store, Trappe.
DR. N. S. BORNEMAN,

415 DeKalb Street,

Iss .*s * B ° m e m a n ,

-

GEO. F . C L A M E R ’S,

Manufacturer’s Agent for Buckeye & Myers Pumps.

D. M. YOST & Co.,

D R E. S. RITTER

A st o n e bridge of two 20-feet arches over a branch of
Pennypack creek, near Hatboro, is about being completed at
$4.68 per cubic yard, and the Commissioners expect to advertise for a two-arch stone bridge in Upper Merion, on the
road leading from P ort Kennedy to King of Prussia. We
are sure this information will please the taxpayers of Montgomery county. Let the era of iron bridge building in this
county be ended, finally.

^

*he trutb

b,ette!’ *ha£ any

jr ILLIAS A. DORWORTH,
said was true
The State Department here earnPublic Stenographer,
estly deplores the inflammatory 415 SWEDE STREET, NO RRISTOWN, FA
All kinds of stenographic and typewriting
speeches that are being made in work
done. Business strictly confidential
Terms
reasonable.
Panama by those who hold that the
United States has violated its agree
.
, ment and is not keeping faith.
T h e editor of the I n d e p e n d e n t is.not disposed to engage These marplots insist that in virtu
in a quarrel with the editor of the Souderton Independent. ally cuttiu£ off Colon and Panama

m

For many years there has existed between editor Goettler
and
T»,,f the w riter hereof. a. . strong . bond
, —of fraternal
^
Vfriendship.
But, without the least bias against Brother Goettler, we cannot divest the political situation in Souderton, with relation
to Mr. Freed the Republican candidate for County Treasurer,
of the element of personal considerations of the uncomplimentary and unpleasant type. Editor Goettler dislikes

from the sea this countryis inflict
iDg
T *it presided.
the baby
republic,
at whose birth

Our government holds that the al
leged injuries are imaginary and
we are entitled to all gratitude
The Canal Commission, by the way,
.i t s headquar‘ers
the Star

w

I n a communication to the Scientific American Rev. Jas
M. Boddy, of Troy, N. Y., avers that the leading American,
English, French, and Italian ethnologists “ boldly teach that
thé white races of the world are simply modified negroes,
and that the Anglo-Saxon and other white races are of an
African origin, having crossed over into Europe during the
Neolithic age, arid that their habits, character of food, environments, attitude of their homes, climate, occupation,
their greater distance from the rays of the tropical sun, are
some of the etiological factors which have bleached our skins
and made us white.” Therecan be no doubt as to the potency
of climatic influence in effecting changes in the color of the
human animal throughout long periods of time. The greater
the distance from the equatorial belt—within certain northern
n r «rnitV,f»T»n lim ite
„
..
.,
,
JT °
,
rapid Was the development of
. ne higher intellectual and moral faculties of the races of men
m ages past ; and very likely the more rapid was the change
from black to white. No m atter how hard the statement
may shock the nerve centres of the highly developed and imÎ h T h r e m m y in d iS P U ta b le l a 0 t s t o S“ P -

port the conclusion that the very ancient ancestors of all the
races of men now on the face of the earth were more black
than white in color. The preacher of Troy is to be congratulated upon the advance he appears to be making in the realm
of Scientific thought.

WASHINGTON LETTER. most drastic manner it may look for
From Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. O., Oct. 6 1904.

—The dastardly attempt to tear the
battlesbid Connecticut to pieces
before her constructors got her
afloat introduces a new element to
be taken into consideration by con
tractors; i. e. the possibility of the
destruction of a vessel before she
gets off the stocks. If the adminis
tration does not deal with it in the

plenty of trouble in the future. I
called yesterday on Admiral Capps,
Uncle Sam’s “Chief Constructor,”
in the enormous granite building
where the Navy Department makes
its home. The Admiral said,
“Really, I can’t give you a bit of
news agout the Connecticut. The
real injuries inflicted on her are
very slight. The attempted injury
would certainly have been very
grave and important, if it had not

freshets by diverting it to the
Pacific coast, saving $20,000,000.”
General Davis is inclined to say
like the person in the comic opera,
My amazement, my surprise, you
can see by the expression of my
eyes!” For isn’t the miracle which
this admirable Crichton and infant
of engineering has now performed
Ithe very thinj? that Wallace is paid
$2^>®00ayear to do! It looks like

E n g fn S ™ '^

^

Chi**

Wallace is not under a hallucination,
whether Ehle and his “young col
le®e graduate” shall not be ap-

Plata and Diamond Rings,
ENGAGEMENT RINGS.

J. D. SA L L A D E ’S,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

1 6 E A S T M A I N ST.
Opposite Public 3quare,
NORRISTOWN. PA.
VALEEV
P EKKIOMEN
Mutual Fir« Insurance Co.
o f Montgomery County.

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

M U l l 7 o “ dollars

A. D. FETTEROLF, Secreta ry .
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
of each week ; also every evening.

Has purchased the Borneman practice and property,

209 Swede St.,

Norristown, Pa.

PAINLESS EXTRACTION OF TEETH, by the administration of Pure Nitrous
Oxide Gas, a Specialty.
PLATES.
FILLING.
BRIDGE WORK.
reSjuLushSvnSúwtswm
'A.A’AAV.VAAVfrA'«AikÆ
h KAffoA'

F O R

FRESH GOODS

Economic lighting Company,

—GO TO—
— AT-

R o y e rs fo r d , P a .

Odd F ellow s’ Hall
Grocery.

Brownhck’s.
Best Line o f

Men's Shoes

Try Our Coffees,

m m m m m n m m m
«
»

Great Values.
Pat. Colt Blucher
and Bal., $3.00
Blue Rublon qual
ity, $ 3 .SO.
Economy Shoe,
$2.50.

i YOU WILL
8
u
p
i MAKE NO 8 p
m
!
MISTAKE 8

Lotus Shoe $2.00
* * In making your purchases at
4 kinds, greatest
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
shoe in America.
W
Youths’ and Boys’ Shoes, of Box Calf, 2 ? to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou$1.25, $1.50. Wear like Iron
4 ^ sai.d and more articles kept in
W stock iu a thoroughly equipped
Main St.
general Btore.

H. L. Nyce.
Get it To-Day.
Norristown.

G E T IT R IG H T A W A Y .

P
In DRY GOODS, GROCER£ £ IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or In any department of
v v the big store on the corner you
jjlft. will find what you want at the
right price.

Complete Kofi* Pillow and Em
Ready-made Pantaloons and
broidery Outfit Worth $1.00
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
for 25 Cents.
i B o o t s and Shoes are among the
specialties.
1 handsome Tinted Sofa Pillow, Including
Back, and specially written diagram lesson
by a Japanese Expert Needle Worker. 4 $4- Crockery and Glassware, Paints, :
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
skeins of Richardson Grand Prize Grecian
Floss suitable for working Pillow. 1 pa'r of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
go. d serviceable Embroidery Hoops. Your
variety.
choice of designs—Rose, Holly ahd Pansy.
By a special arrangement with the manu
facturer and with a view to giving our lady
patrons the benefit of this unusual offer, we
now have a limited number of these hand
some outfits on sale. You don’t want to
miss this bargain of bargains, so call at once.
Red Star Trading Stamps given with every H
C O M LEG K V IIX E. P A .
S
purchase amounting to 10 cents.
MRS. FRANCES BARRETT,
Mnln St.
COLLEGEVILLE.

A WONDERFUL SAVING.
The largest Methodist Church in Georgia,
calculated to use over one hundred gallons
of the usual kind of mixed paint in painting
their church.
They used only 82 gallons of the Longman
& Martinez Paint mixed with 24 gallons of
linseed oil. Actual cost of paint made was
less than $1.20 per gallon.
Saved over eighty ($80.00) dollars In
paint, and got a big donation besides
EVERY CHURCH will be given a liberal
quantity whenever they paint.
Many bouses are well painted with four
gallons of L. & M. and three gallons of lin
seed oil mixed therewith.
Wears and covers like gold.
I f you have anything tc
These Celebrated Paints are sold by H. H.
Robison, Collegeville, Pa.
tell, advertise it in the Independent

Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits

Prime Timothy Seed,
Pore Sisal Fodder Yarn,
Fruit Jars,

WE EVER HAD.

4 kinds, all Good
year welts.
Incorporated May 18, 1871.

- ¡D Z E ls T T I S T -

SEASONABLE

WEDDING SINGS

vated and decorated as never be
fore. Perhaps the “ decoration
INSURANCE IN FORCE, 18,400,000.
should be regarded as in the future
tense, for in every direction, from
the Eastern Branch to the White Office or the Company:
House’ the ground is being torn UP
COLLEGEVIEEE, PA.
here this year and next and in ten
years some parts of the city will be
80 transformed as to be fairly un
recoguizable- At last, after a century s delay, a monument is to be
erected in honor of Pierre 1’Enfant
who devoted the best years of his
life to laying but the city on a plan
which was at once picturesque and
practicable, in orienting all of the
streets, and in coordinating the
diagonal avenues in such away thatthe White House and the Capitol
are as the hubs of gigantic wheels
For half a century now we have
multiplied bronze cavalry till the
thoroughfares of the capital seem
to be guarded by griffins and cen
taurs, and the gifted protege of
Jefferson who made a beautiful city

GAS PLANT COMES

14 AND IS KARAT

Pointed to supercedethecommission

ltself‘ If n-ot’ why not?
Cit? j s being re°°

LA M PS
WHEN THE

m

I have all binds and sizes of them, all of the
highest excellence, and time will
S n each
i h Vfeels
? r sure
d andtthat
K
Hr .the
7 B. f * is
d “at fault.edi*
r Goettterand
other
Other
people Wallace that George Ehie, a young
prove It.
cannot settle their differences; and the voters of the county college graduate, by his discovery, Bings that will last, because the merit of
will not vote for Mr. Albright to please editor Goettler, nor I “makes it possible to solve the baf- worth of material and skilled workmanship
will they vote against Mr. Freed to please our friend and co fling problem of the Chagres River are In them.

journalist at Souderton.

G ood - b y e —
O IL

ft

i W. P. FENTON, I

BL

and Confeetlouery.

Frnlt Pickers,
Heinz’s White Yiuegar,

John H. Bartman,

Lewis A Wetherlll’s Pur«
White Lead,
Atlas Ready Mixed Paint,
Crashed Oyster Shells,
International Stock Food
and Poultry Powder.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

IT . S .

- FREED SHOES For Men, Ladies and Children,
the kind that wear.

Complete Line of

B O N D S
Are an absolute safe investment, but you
only get about TWO PER CENT. IN
TEREST for your money.

-Your Savings or Idle Funds And Provisions,

deposited in this Company are also
absolutely safe, and you will get
THREE PER CENT. INTEREST;
besides having the privilege of draw,
ingyour money or any part of It
without notice on demand.

E. G. Brownback,
TRAPPE, PA.

PENN TRUST CO.
ANTED.
Industrious man or woman as
permanent representative of big manu
facturing company, to look after its busi
ness in this county and adjoining terri
tory. Business successful and established.
Salary $20.00 weekly and expenses. Salary
paid weekly from home office. Expense
money advanced. Experience not essential.
Enclose self-addressea envelope. General
Manager, Como Block, Chicago. 8-25.
.
Galvanized Iron smoke stack, 10 feet
F
in length and 10 inches in diameter, with
o r sa l e

top. As good as new. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

(Formerly Albertson Trust Co.)

Corner Main and Swede S ts.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
A

KIND

OF

BLACKSMITHING
Done at the old stand a t IKONBRIDGE.
First-class horse shoeing a specialty.
1-38.
BERNARD M TT.T.FR,
-YOUR Poster« Printed ■$
G ETthe
Independent Ofilee.

i

$9 t h e in d e p e n d e n t h i
TERMS — 91.00 l’KK l'EAK
IS
IN ADVANCE.
::

Thursday, OCT. 13, ’04.
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perklomen, Audubon. The Bev. T. P.
E«e, rector. Sunday services: Onion Church,
Audubon, 10.« a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m„
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s EvenBong last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.80 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitatton-or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
in g services 10.80 a. m. and 7.80 p. m., every
Sunday, Kev. F. W. Bandall, pastor. Bible
school, 8.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.80. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening at 7.80; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.80 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.30 p.m.i Bev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Bev. W.D.Hallman
pastor. Sabbath School, 0.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. IiUke’s Reformed. Church, Trappe, Bev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
School a t8 a. m. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and
7.30 p. m., every Sunday. Junior Endeavor
prayer meeting, Sunday, at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O.
E. prayer m eeting, Sunday, at 6.« p. m. Con
gregational prayer and S. S, Teachers’ meetins, Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m. All are cordially
invited to attend the services.
Trappe Circuit of the United Evangelical
Churoh, Bev. H. P. Hagner, pastor. Services
on the Sabbath as follows: A t Limerick-r-Sabbatb School at 8.30a. m.; preaching, 10.30 a. m.;
Christian Endeavor, 7.80 p. m. At Trappe—
Prayer meeting, 10 a. m .. Sabbath School, 1.30
p. m.; preaching, 2.80 p. m. At Zteglersvllle—
Sabbath School. 8.30 a. m.; preaching, 7.« p. m.
followed with revival services, to continue each
evening during the week for an indefinite
period. Public invited.

Big Crop o f Pears.

Foot Ball.

W o m an Suffrage.

DEATHS.

Horace Ashenfelter, of near Ar
eola, Upper Providence, is harvest
ing his crop of about 100 barrels of
pears, mostly of the Keifer variety,
this week.

The foot ball team of Ursinus en
gaged in their first home game for
the season on the college grounds,
Saturday afternoon, and overwhelm
ingly defeated the ball kickers from
the Penna. Institute for th e ; Deaf
and Dumb, Mt. Airy, by a score
of 58-0.

At a business meeting of the
Montgomery county Woman Suf
frage Association, held on Saturday,
representatives were present from
Collegeville, Plymouth, King- ofPrussia, and Norristown. The
treasurer reported a balance of
$33.50. Four new applications for
membership were received. The
Corresponding Secretary read a let
ter from Susan B. Anthony, written
since her return from Europe, in
which she says : “ There is nothing
about which one ought to be in
formed so much as the history of
men and women who have worked
for the good things we now enjoy,
and we will find all about the men
and women, and what they did and
said in the four volumes of the
‘History of Woman Suffrage. ’ ” Mrs.
Mary R. Livezey was appointed
delegate to the State Federation of
Women’s Clubs, to be held in Lan
caster, October 18, 19 and 20. An
nouncement was made that the State
Convention would be held in Easton
in Heptasoph Hall, Spring Garden
street, between Second and Third,
on November 3d and 4th. Mont:
gomery county is entitled to send
four delegates. The following reso
lution was adopted: “That the
Montgomery County Woman Suf
frage Association extends its deep
sympathy to its late President, Mrs.
H. Y. Hallowell, and her family, in
their present great bereavement.”
After the business session an excel
lent program was rendered. Miss
Mary Stoner, of Collegeville, read
an original essay, which was full of
good arguments and reasons why
women should have the right of
franchise, and was warmly applaud
ed. Dean Bond, of Swartbmore
College, was then introduced, and
delivered her “ Modern Appeal,”
beginning with the evolution of wo
men in the Society of Friends. Men
deplore the waste of public money
in administration of their affairs,
but do not see that one way to bring
about perfect government is to have
men and women share equally in its
duties. Men entrench themselves
behind the indifference of women,
some of whom claim they have all
the rights they want, but they are
delaying the process of evolution.
When women began to learn the
alphabet they entered upon a path
leading to the college and uni
versity. ’’

Martin Kulp, the oldest citizen of
Skippack, died beginning of last
week at the age of 85. Four daugh
ters survive. Deceased was a
farmer by occupation and years ago
was one of the Democratic politicians
of the county and an unsuccessful
candidate for the office of County
Commissioner. For thirty-six years
he was one of the Managers of the
Union Mutual Fire and Storm i n 
surance Company.

W ed d in g In vitatio n s Issued.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Culbert of
this borough have issued invitations
R eal E sta te T ran sactio n.
to the marriage of their daughter
Nellie Rebecca, to Rev. John Ed
Cyrus Baker has purchased the
ward Stone, on Wednesday, Octo property he has occupied as tenant,
ber nineteenth, at high noon, Col near the borough line, of Wm.
lege ville, Pa.
Buckwalter, on private terms, and
will make extensive repairs to the
same.
Mr. Baker has also pur
R em oves Dead A n im als.
chased the adjoining toll-gate
A. J. Wilson, near Mont Clare, is property; and that was a wise move,
especially well equipped to promptly Cyrus.
remove dead animals, and his plant
—in a deep ravine at a considerable
S u rg ic al O peratio n.
distance from private residences—
Tuesday
forenoon Mrs. John G.
is well arranged for the disposition
Gotwals, of near Yerkes, Upper
of carcasses.
Providence, weis operated upon for
gall stones and gall, bladder disease
A utom obile C ase a t Court.
by Dr. Joseph Price, of Philadel
At Court, Thursday, a jury ac phia, assisted by Dr. M. Y. Weber,
quitted Davis Garber, of Upper Dr. J. N. Hunsberger, and Dr.
Providence, on the charge of having Geo. Umstead. Mrs. Gotwals has
exceeded the speed limit in oper been a great sufferer for several
ating his automobile in Royersford. years. It is sincerely hoped that
The costs were equally divided be the operation will result favorably.
tween Andrew Reifsnyder, the
prosecutor, and the defendant.
C h ris tia n Endeavor So c'al.

A lu m n i B anquet.

The banquet of the Upper Provi
dence Alumni Association will be
held in Stritzinger’s parlors, Nor
ristown, on Saturday evening, Oc
tober 29, at 7.80. Tickets—75 cents
each—for sale by Mabel Ashen
felter, BertbaTteed, C. C. Sander
son, Samuel Reaver.
M e e tin g o f C onference.

Tuesday evening the Christian
Endeavor Society of St. Luke’s Re
formed church, Trappe, held a
social at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Ashenfelter, Second avenue,
this ' borough. A short program
was rendered: Recitations, Misses
Florence Ashenfelter, Ada Thomp
son, Mr. Rice; Reading, Mr. Hart
man. The literary exercises were
followed by games and refresh
ments.

The Fall meeting of the Norris
town Lutheran Conference will be
D onation of Books to Borough
held in Pottstown, on Monday and
Schools.
Tuesday, October 17th and 18th, in
Mrs. Sarah Casselberry recently
St. James Church, at High and
Home and Abroad.
Green
Streets. The program presented the public school of this
arranged indicates a very inter borough with 25 volumes of Rid
path’s Universal Library of Liter
esting conference.
—Summer weather
ature in memory of her deceased
son Stanley. The books belonged
—I d October
C itize n s D em and Protection.
to his private library and are
Protection against burglars who highly appreciated by teachers and
—Is to be preferred to
have been working the “ Main pupils, both on account of their in
—Winter weather
Line,” was demanded at a meet trinsic value and of their being an
ing of the Bryn Mawr Citizens’ appropriate memorial to one who
—In June.
Association Monday night, and a took an active interest in our pub
—Those who find the most happi committee was authorized to con lic school. An expression of grati
fer with the Lower Merion town tude is tendered Mrs. Casselberry
ness
ship Commissioners for that pur for the valuable addition to the
—In criticising and misrepre pose.
school library.
senting others
Jottings From Limerick
Im p ro vem en t a t T rin ity C h u rch .
—Are listed among the abnormal
School Report.
Square and Vicinity.
The work of enlarging and rejuv
types of humanity.
The
report
of
the
Collegeville
Mrs. Emily Foster and Miss Mary
enating the auditorium of Trinity
—The normal individual is in church building, in preparation for public school for the month ending Learch of Millersburg, Berks
Oct.
3
is:
Whole
number
in
atten
clined to be fair and speak the the installaiion of the new pipe
county, were the guests of Miss
dance in high school, boys 13, girls Edna Kline, Saturday and Sunday.
truth.
organ, is under way. The recess 9,
intermediate department, boys
to the rear of the pulpit is to be 14,ingirls
17, in primary department,
—If some folks would fight them considerably
A little girl was born to Mr. and
increased
in
size
to
selves as hard as they appear to be afiord room for the organ and choir. boys 28, girls 23; average atten Mrs. Wm. P. Gaugler on Friday.
fighting the devil
in high school, boys 12, girls
All of which will much improve the dance
Mr. Wm. M. Frick and wife-spent
9,
intermediate,
boys 13, girls 16,
—There would be more up grade church of this borough.
primary, boys 27, girls 19; percent Saturday and Sunday with the
movement than down grade sliding.
of attendance, high school, boys 98, bridegroom’s parents, Mr. and
M a rria g e N o t a Failu re in Franconia.
girls 98, intermediate, boys 97, Mrs. G. T. Miller.
—The most pronounced misfits in
George R. Swartley, aged 51, of girls 97, primary, boys 99, girls
life possess within themselves all Franconia
The ball game on Saturday was
township has decided to 99; number who attended every day,
the knowledge extant,
take No. 3 shortly. His first wife high school, boys 7, girls 8, inter entirely a failure on account of a
died, in January, 1898, and his mediate, boys 7, girls 10, primary, dispute that arose among the
—In their opinion.
players.
second in April, 1902. Mr. Swart boys 19, girls 15.
—“Our Second Lieutenant,” by ley has applied to Clerk Groff for a
A large surprise party was held
Garret Nichols of Oaks; fourth page license to wed Annie S. Bergey,
in honor of Harvey Linderman,
G
olden
A
nniversary
o
f
M
o
ntg
om
ery’s
of this issue.
aged 48 years, a well-kDown resi
Saturday evening. Harvey was
I nstitute.
dent of Hatfield, who, however, has
much surprised. Popular games
- —The gravel recently placed on not been previously married.
including Bingo and Jolly Sailor
The
fiftieth
anniversary
session
Second and Park avenues will im
of Montgomery County Teachers’ Boys, and an excellent supper,
prove those thoroughfares.
Institute will convene in the Nor helped to make the event a very
School D irecto rs A ssociation.
High School Building on pleasant social affair. Some of the
—William, son of H. H. Yellis, of
The semi-annual meeting of the ristown
Gratersford, left last week for Cali School. Directors’ Association of Monday morning, October 24, and boys, who escorted the ladies home,
hold sessions daily until Friday were still out-of-doors early next
fornia to reside with an uncle.
Montgomery County will be held at evening.
An interesting program morning. Those present at the
the
new
Court
House,
Norristown,
—Forty-two cases of smallpox,
for the week has been prepared by party were: Misses Edna Kline,
on
Thursday,
October
27,
begin
including two deaths, in four
Superintendent Landis. Among the Anna Taylor, Mabel Miller, Lilly
months cost Mahanoy City $15,000. ning at 9 a. m. There will only be list of lecturers it is noted that Miller, Mary Bartman, Mary
one session. The directors will there are two women, Dr. Lucy L. Schlichter, Ethel Weiss, Mary
—From the errors of others a meet with teachers in the afternoon
Wilson and Prof. Emma V. Weiss, Laura Wade, Esther Spare,
wise man corrects his own.— in the auditorium of the High School W.
Thomas.
A departure will be made Irene Grater, Stella Saylor, Stella
Building.
Interesting
subjects
will
Publius Syrus.
on Monday evening, for instead of a Rahn, Mary Learch, Emily Foster,
be discussed.
lecture or entertainment a social Martha Linderman, • Mrs. F. H.
—Peter Krause, aged 85, who has
session will be held with a view of Peterman; Messrs. Wm. Kline,
kept hotel at Klinesville for over
L in em an Killed by E lec tricity.
the nearly 1000 teachers becoming Kirby Taylor, Homer Graber,
60 years, is the oldest landlord in
Thursday, while working on the acquainted, that the institute may Robert Tyson, Loyd Yorgey, Frank
Berks county,
telephone line between Phoenixville be more successful socially as well Ki;ause, Gilbert Spare, E. Franken—Elvin Galen, of Lancaster, and Cromby, William Highland of as educationally. Thursday after- berger, Newton Brandt, Charles
aged 24 years, is dead from blood near Mont Clare, an employe of the uoon has been set apart for me Linderman, Howard Linderman,
poisoning, the result of an injury to Schuylkill Valley Illuminating Com morial exercises on behalf of Prof. Clarence Hunsicker, Hosea Miller,
a hand.
pany, received a shock from a 2500 R. F. Hoffecker, who died during Walter Loucks, Edward Yeagle,
volt current which caused his death. the past year, and was superintend Jacob Schlichter, and Harvey
—Gas from a coal stove almost He was holding a telephone wire ent
nearly half the existence of the Linderman.
asphyxiated Mrs. Lillie Stern and with his plyers when it blew against Institute.
Instead of Prof. Jerry
her four children in Pottstown.
the 2500 volt primary line, ground March directing the music as iD the
Items From Trappe.
-—If we did not take great pains ing the current through bis body. past dozen or more years, Prof.
to corrupt our nature our nature A wife and three children survive. Wilmer M. Bean, director of music
Abram Johnson’s condition shows
in Norristown and Bridgeport no signs of improvement.
would never corrupt us.—Claren
schools, has been selected.
don.
N o rristow n Insan e Asylum .
Some gravel has been placed on
There are 1175 persons under
—Work of pupils, exhibited by treatment
State street.
in
the
State
Hospital
for
M e e tin g o f Tow n C ouncil.
Norristown public schools at the the Insane at Norristown, accord
Jack Frost has reinvigôrated the
St. Louis Exposition, has been ing to the twenty-fifth annual report
A regular meeting of the Town 'possum
club.
awarded a gold medal.
just issued. In the year ended Council of this borough was held
Frank Henry of Lansdale, was
—Millie—“What are the holes for September 30 there were 76 patients Friday evening, A. T. Allebach in the
in that porous plaster?” Willie— discharged as cured, 10 as im chair and all the members present. the winner at thé shooting match at
Knipe’s hotel, Friday.
“ Why, don’t you know, sis? They’re proved and 3 as unimproved. There
to let the pain out, of course.”— were 78”deaths. The greatest num In addition to routine business, F.
J. B. Smoyer has rented a part of
ber of patients in the year was 1196, P. Faringer was by acclamation
Chicago News.
while the number was never less elected a member of the Board of J. C. Keller’s house and will there
fore not remove to Ironbridge, as
—Spring City will vote next than 1126. Ten of the patients
month on a loan for Main street marked as absent from the hospital Health, and a hearing was afforded was reported.
gentlemen from Royersford.
paving.
are escaped criminals. The year several
Butcher Favinger has received a
The visitors, through their solicitor,
just
closed
had
the
lowest
death
I. C. Williams Esq., presented the lot of fine young fat cattle from the
—“Charley says I grow prettier rate in fifteen years.
outlines of an ordinance granting west.
every time he sees me.” “ My,
the right to install a gas lighting
why don’t you ask him to call
Misses Laura and' Grace Bertolet
H orses Perish in F lam es.
plant in the borough, to lay. pipes visited
oftener?”—Boston Globe.
Eugene Roberts and family
on
the
streets,
etc.
After
dis
Two horses, farm machinery, im
_—John Girman, of Allentown, plements, harness, and this season’s cussing the matter for some time it in Camden, N. J., Sunday.
killed a wild turkey gobbler and harvest crop, were consumed in a was mutually agreed that at a
Mrs. Ratnbo and daughter are
two hens on the Blue Mountains in fire, which, on Saturday morning, future meeting of Council the visiting
friends in Chester county.
Lehigh County.
destroyed the barn of the late proposition is to be more definitely
Mr.
and
Mrs. Sbeukel will sell
The gentlemen from
—Twenty-five hundred Pottstown George Hagey, located about one- considered.
their
personal
property on Wednes
Royersford
some
time
ago
placed
a
half
mile
from
Cold
Point,
Plymouth
school children were given a free
day, November 9, having rented
trolley ride and outing at Ringing township. By the time the neigh a small acetylene plant in Odd their
home to Howard Reiff, hostler
bors were aroused, the fire had Fellows Hall, and the nightly
Rocks Park, Saturday.
made rapid progress, and it was illumination of Mr. Bartman’s store at Beckman’s hotel.
—Over $600 was realized from with the^ greatest difficulty that a is attracting favorable comment. It
The meeting of the Temperance
lunches served on the cars during few horses were rescued. Two is probable that a street lamp and Society,
evening of last
the Topton Orphans’ Home excur valuable animals had to be aban gas burner will be placed iu week, wasThursday
well
attended
and much
position
near
the
Hall
so
as
to
sion to Gettysburg.
doned. The fire is attributed to in
interest was taken in the addresses
cendiarism. Building and contents afford the publican opportunity to made
by the Salvation Army
—The homes of a nation are the insured in the Montgomery Mutual judge of the merits of the gas as a
bulwarks of personal and national Companyfor $1600.
street illuminant. The people of officials.
safety aod thrift.—J. G. Holland.
this borough are practically a unit
The chart of the new part of
ih recognizing the necessity for the Augustns Lutheran cemetery can
PERSO NAL.
—He—“ Don’t you think you
introduction of an improved method be seen on. Monday October 17, at
could learn to love me?” She—“ I
of lighting up private residences, the church, when lots can be
Mrs.
Frank
Eves
of
this
borough
doubt if you have enough money to is visiting relatives in Millville, Pa. business places, and the streets,
selected and purchased. It will be
pay for my education.”—Boston
and many appear to be in favor of to the advantage of patrons to come
Globe.
Miss Stella Faringer of' Mt. acetylene gas.
and get choice lots.
Holly, is in town.
—Lewis Ruby, of Hewitt, aged 14
Elmer Poley, contractor and
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Hobson are
years, . tipping the scales at 255
Evansburg and Vicinity. builder of this borough, has con
pounds and getting heavier, claims spending some time in Newton,
to build a house, colonial
the fat boy championship of South N. C., the guests of Rev. C. E.
Mrs. Herbert Plank has returned tracted near
the Baptist church,
Wehler and family.
ern Pennsylvania.
from a visit to Mrs. David Martin. style,
Lower Providence, for Emma and
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Koons, Mr.
Miss Hanna Hessler has returned May Zimmerman; a cow bavn for J.
and Mrs. Frank Ashenfelter and
to
her home at Royersford, after M. Vanderslice Esq., Fircroft, and
P hiladelphia M arke ts.
Mr. and Mrs. Hart spent Sunday spending
the summer at D. B. to effect various improvements to
Wheat, $1.08; corn, 57c., oats, in Sumneytown.
the house and barn recently pur
Anderson’s.
“§®-i bran, $20.50; timothy hay,
John Beeler is suffering from an chased by Cy Baker, Collegeville.
$12.50 to $15.50; mixed hay, $12.50;
$100 REWARD. $100.
attack of.muscular rheumatism.
steers, 2} to 5ic.; fat cows, 2i @
die.; sheep, l i to 4ic.; Iambs, 41 to The readers of this paper will be pleased
A Very Remarkable Remedy.
Last Thursday evening Lizzie
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
6tc.; hogs, 8| @ 9c.
disease that science has been able to cure In Denner, housekeeper for D. H. Cas
“ It is with a good deal of pleasure and
all Its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s selberry, fell down the cellar stair
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known and sustained severe injuries, which satisfaction that I recommend Chamberlain’s
Colie, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,”
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
Saves Two From Death.
constitutional disease, requires a constitu confine her to bed.
says Druggist A. W. Sawtelle, of Hartford,
Our little daughter bad an almos'
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is
Norristown won the last base ball Conn. “ Recently a gentleman came into
attack of whoopiog cough and bronc
taken internally, acting directly upon the
writes Ers. W. K. Havilsnd, of Armo
blood and mucous surmces of the system, game. Norristown 10, Evansburg 2. my store so overcome with colic pains that
7 i 'hut, when all other remedies fall
he sank at once to .the floor. I gave him a
thereby destroying the foundation of the
«»ved her life with Dr. King's New ]
Supervisor C. C. Johnson is mak cose of this remedy which helped h’m. I redisease, and giving the patient strength by
’/ •
niece, who had Consumptlo
building up the constitution and assisting ing repairs to the pike in the lower ' peated the dose and in fifteen minutes he
nature in doing its work. The proprietors end of the village.
T™ , 8taKe> «lao used this woi
left m store smilingly informing me that he
nieui. ine and to-day she is perfectly
have so much faith in its curative powers,
esperate throat and lung diseases y
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
felt as well as ever.”
The
meeting
of
the
M.
E.
Literary
. King s NeW Discovery as to no
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list Society on Saturday evening was
For sale bv Jos W. Culbert, Collegeville,
on earth. Infallible for t
of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo, O. Sold by all druggists, 75c. well attended and a good program M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station, and at EdaS tJ^ e N
cent8 and $1 00 bottlei
Mteed by J. w. Culbert. Trial bottl<
1 ward Brownback’s Store, Trappe.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. was rendered.

Caleb R. Hallowell died at bis
home, near Phoenixville, Wednes
day of last week. He celebrated bis
74th birthday on Monday previous.
Mr. Hallowell was formerly a resi
dent of Plymouth township, this
county, his home being near Norris
town. Of late years he resided in
Schuylkill township, Chester county,
where he was engaged in farming.
He married Hettie Yerkes in 1853,
who survives him, with four child
ren—Eugene, of Phoenixville; Laura
H. Martin, of Conshobockeo; Anna
Y., at home, and Lizzie C. Taggart,
of Norristown.

FROM OAKS.
Mr. Meade, of Philadelphia, vis
ited the Flag and Doll Factory of
Dettra and Hoot, Thursday. His
wife is the inventor of the Mother’s
Congress-Doll. Mr. Meade is closely
connected to the Meade family out
of which came Gen. Geo. G. Meade.
Mr. Meade seemed to be well
pleased with the progress made.
Shipments have been made to De
troit, Michigan; New York, and
Richmond, Ya.
Mrs. Kurtz an.l M rs Weeks, of
Phoenixville, visited the Doll Fac
tory, Thursday.'
Rev. J. T. Meyers visited Phila
delphia, Thursday.
Mrs. John Bateman and son John
and Miss Sarah Parsons visited the
schools at Green Tree, and Mrs.
Iligganbotham and Mrs. Washing
ton Reaver of Mont Clare, and Miss
Laura Nichols, were also visitors at
the schools Wednesday and Thurs
day.
George R. Richardson has return
ed to duty at Mont Clare. George
has been off duty with a carbuncle
on his hand for a long time.
Dr. Mullison, at Green Tree, and
Brown, at Dr. Rambo’s old stand,
have bad several patients. Practice
will drift their way some time. The
world was not made in a day.
We have had several heavy frosts
and the atmosphere is tinged with
the breath of winter. Thursday
night the wind blew cold from off
the hills and - a heavy overcoat was
not uncomfortable.
As it is too early for the goosebone prophecy, and as the weather
on the last Friday in the month
rules the weather for the present, it
is not worth the while to make a
forecaste of the weather at the pres
ent. We might say the weather is
to he cold this winter as usual.
Mount Pelee, in its energy to un
burden itself, may exhaust the sup
ply of heat necessary to modify the
weather throughout the winter, and
is only reiterating the fact that cold
weather will prevail this winter.
The Acorn Literary Society will
hold a meeting this Friday evening,
and Love Feast will be held in the
Green Tree church this Saturday
evening, beginning at five o’clock.
We hear George Smith, of Norris
town, has rented the Egolf property
on East Main street, Oaks. George
formerly lived in Perkiomen,
The Egolf house is for sale. Bert
'Smith is agent for the sale of the
property.
Mr. John B. Dettra had a serious
attack, Sunday, and it was thought
he would not recover; but he rallied
and was much better in the even
ing. His daughter, Miss Sarah
Dettra, was sent for and came home
on a late train Sunday evening, and
her experience as a trained r>urse
brought great relief to the afflicted
one, as well as encouragement to
his many friends and neighbors.
We hope for bis speedy .recovery.
We attended the rally and Harvest
Home services held in the Lower
Providence Presbyterian church.
The young folks - acquitted them
selves nobly in their recitations and
dialogues, and the pastor, Rev. Mr.
Taggart’s remarks, were interest
ing, entertaining, and most appro
priate to the occasion. The pyra
mid of beauty was beautiful. But
we stop short, for music, dialogues
and recitations were all so nicely
rendered that praise can be most
richly bestowed on all. About all
the fault we can find was, Rev. Mr.
Taggart’s remarks were too brief,
as he is a most entertaining, inter
esting speaker. The organ pealed
out its mellow notes, and the voices
of the Sunday school scholars made
grand music. The organist seemed
to be at her very best. It was well
worth the walk from Oaks to Mount
Kirk many times over. We called
on our good friends of the Bird’s
Eye View farm, and found them en
joying good health.
The tragic death of Miss Mc
Laughlin, who committed suicide at
her sister’s home in Pinetown by
taking a dose of carbolic acid, has
cast a gloom over this community.
She was engaged to be married, the
wedding garments procured and
day set for the celebration of the
nuptials, when her intended hus
band, false to all manly promises,
skipped out for parts unknown.
This preyed upon the mind of the
fair young girl, that she resolved to
take her life. She was buried Mon
day, from her home in Norristown.
Gipseys are encamped in Gipseyland, near the bridges that cross
the Perkiomen creek at Pinetown.
The weather is not cold for Gipseys.
Love Feast this Saturday even
ing at Green Tree, beginning at
five o’clock.
Mrs. George Shunk and Mrs.
Ellen Miller, of Norristown, were
vistors in Perkiomen, Monday.
C o u rt S entences.

The following sentences were imposed
by Judge Swartz, Saturday morning :
Joseph Tambnrtna, the Italian convicted
of 14 cases of larceny in Abington town
ship, and who stole ohickens on the night
of the O’Brien murder, was sentenced to
12 years in the Eastern Penitentiary.
Joseph Horporillo, the Italian who en
ticed a.woman out into the country and
attempted to assault her, received 2 years
in the Eastern Penitentiary.
Albert Shenton, for larceny in Potts
town. was sent to the Huntingdon Re
formatory.
Leroy Grow and JobD Viola, for coal
stealing, 3 months each.
Harry Heywood, for stealing brass to
If troubled with a weak digestion, try
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They will do you good. For sale by Jos. W.
Culbert, Collegeville, M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn
Station, and at Brownback’s store, Trappe.

pay a hoard bill, 3 months from Septem
ber 14.
Clarence Wallace, robbing a freight car,
2 years.
John Winchester, for receiving stolen
goods out of the same car, 6 months.
Charles Mitchell, for assisting Wallace,
one year.
EUwood Drake, larceny of harness, 3
months.
Mary Cigari, for concealing the birth of
an illegitimate child, 6 months.
William Wells, assault and battery,
sentence suspended.
Gilbert Wells, assault, 3 months.
James Burl, assault, 2 months.
Howard Lower, sentence suspended.
John J. Fleischutt, -for negligence of a
railroad employe, two months and a fine
of $25.
The following sentences were imposed
by Judge Weand: •
John Nowak, assault, fine of $20 and
cost of prosecution.
Mino Graves, colored, attempted burg
lary and carrying concealed deadly weap
ons, 1 year, 0 mouths.
Raymond F. Stone, larceny and assault
with intent to kill. Huntingdon Reform
atory.
Robert Booth, horse stealing, larceny.
Five years, Eastern Penitentiary, on three
counts.
Giovani Corso. Larceny, six months in
county tail.
Stanislaus Pichop, aggravated aesault
with intent to kill. In imposing sentence
Judge Weand said he was going to do all
be could to discourage the use of knives
and other weapons by foreigners. Sent
ence. 18 months in county jail.
The following were sentenced by Judge
Landis:
John Zearoski, larceny, $25 fine, six
months in the county prison.
John Pryboroski, aggravated assault
and battery—$200 fine, 2 years in Eastern
Penitentiary.
Harry Barlow, larceny, sentence sus
pended. Barlow is only about 17 years of
age.
Fred. Williams, alias Fred. Fenton, lar
ceny and burglary. On burglary charge,
5 years up Eastern Penitentiary: on lar
ceny charge, 1 year in Eastern Peniten
tiary. Total fine,- $550.
Mary Marshall, larceny, $25 fine, 6
months in jail.
Mrs. Rogers, costs imposed upon her, in
deiault of payment, to go to prison.

PUBLIC SALE OF

A N ID E A L F A R M !
Also, CROPS, LIVE STOCK, &c.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13,1904, on the premises
fronting on the public road leading from Trappe to Black Rock Hotel, one mile
from either place, AN IDEAL FARM OF ONE HUNDRED ACRES. All buildings
and land in the best condition. This farm lies adjoining the two boroughs of Trappe
and Collegeville, has,a southern exposure, the best of water, and an abundance of fruit.
We will not attempt any further ‘description. The farm must be seen to be ap
preciated. Prospective buyers may view the premises at any time.
, Remember, Thursday, October 18, this farm will be on the bargain counter and
will be sold if there are any bidders for it. The subscriber is retiring from farming
and this farm will be sold on the day of sale cheaper than it could ever have been
bought in the past and cheaper than it can ever be bought in the future. Make up
your minds what you will give and put iu your bids on day of sale. The larger part
of the money may remain in the farm if desired,
TRACT No. 2 is a lot of THREE ACRES fronting on the above mentioned road
and adjoining the farm. Has fine fruit, is in good condition, and is a nice home.
TRACT No. 3 is 3>i ACRES OF CHESTNUT TIMBER in Schuylkill Township
Chester County, 3 miles south of Phoenixville, and will be sold for the high dollar.
LIVE STOCK—HORSES: No. 1 is a sorrel horse 10 years old, sound, will work
on tread-ppwer and anywhere, fearless of steam and trolley cars and a nice prompt
driver. No. 2 is a brown horse coming 5 years old, iS sound and a good big fellow
with coach horse trimmings; will make a fine family, horse for some one. 14 FINE
COWS, some are fresh; all have been fresh since June 1. 3 fine voung YORKSHIRE
BROOD SOWS, entitled to registration.
s
CROPS : 20 acres of very good corn by the shock, in lots to suit purchasers: 40
tons of choice timothy hay by the ton, 6 tons of wheat straw, 75 bushels of good cook
ing potatoes, lot of apples by the tree, lemon tree in bearing order.
IMPLEMENTS : One platform spring market wagon, suitable for 1 or 2 horses- '
a very fine 3-inch tread farm wagon, with new hav flat; large wagon bed with draw
bottom for hauling lime, fodder and ensilage cutter (Keystone) with 16-inch knives
and 32 ft. of elevator; 1 double set of nickel-plated carriage harness, good as new- 2
large copper kettles, patent apple butter stirrer, patent butter worker, 40 milk cans,
cider barrels, apple barrels, lb-foot oak hog trough, lot of small troughs, and many
other articles not enumerated. Sale of crops, live stock, etc., at 1 o’clock. Sale of
real estate a t 1.30 o’clock. Conditions will bo made known on day of sale by
MRS. €. E. LONGACRE.
Wayne M. Pierson, Auctioneer. C. U. Bean, Clerk.

farm and seeks to fully fit himself
for the work may thus become a
leader in promoting those health
ful agencies that will hold in check,"
if they do not stamp out, the evils
that tbreateD. Should the same
youth go to town and himself steer
clear of evil, be will have to be
possessed of more than ordinary
B IS M A R C K ’S S T R A T E G Y .
ability aod pluck if he gets his
Bismarck was not only a states
man, able to handle abstract theories head above the crowd. Most likely
of government, but a shrewd player he will lose his individuality, be-

of the lesser games of life. Some
years ago an anonymous writer con
tributed to the New York Review
this story of the Iron Chancellor’s
very human cleverness. When he
represented Prussia at the diet of
Frankfort in 1866 he had reason to
suspect that his letters and dis
patches were tampered with by the
Austrians. Other diplomats suf
fered from the same meddling.
One day, after a stormy meeting'
Bismarck and the representative
from Hanover walked away to
gether, and as they walked the
Hanoverian touched on the sore
subject and asked Bismarck if he
had found a way to get his letters
4brough.
“ You shall know presently,” an
swered Bismarck.
The prince, as the two strolled
along, led the way through dingy
by paths into a slum. Drawing on a
thick pair of gloves, he entered a
little shop where the poor bought
tea, cheese, pickles, lamp oil and
such commodities. The astonished
Hanoverian followed.
“ Boy,” called Bismarck to the
stupid looking lad behind the
counter, “do you sell soap?”
“ Yes, sir,” replied the boy, put
ting» before Bismarck a variety of
strong-scented cakes.
“ How much is this ? And this ?”
said the diplomatist, handling one
cake after another.
While the soap selected was be
ing wrapped up Bismarck thrust
his hand into his pocket and drew
out an uninclosed letter. He gave
an exclamation - as of dismay and
surprise. Apparently annoyed at
his forgetfulness, he cried : “ Boy,
do you sell envelopes ?”
Envelopes of a cheap grade were
produced, and Bismarck put the
letter in one. Then he asked for
pen and ink and set to write the ad
dress, but his heavy glove hindered
him. “Here, boy,” he exclaimed,
throwing down the pen, “just write
this address for m e!”
When the scrawl was finished
Bismarck took the letter and left
the shop.
“ There,” he said, putting the
letter to his companion’s nose,
“ what with the soap, the herring,
the candles and the cheese, I don’t
think they’ll smell my dispatch un
der that writing.”
T H E F A R M AS A F IE L D FO R
USEFULNESS

The ambitious youth naturally
looks beyond bis home community
and especially beyond the farm
when he thinks of a useful career.
The no less ambitious parent, if his
children show aptness for learning,
does not want them to bury their
talents on the farm. Too long has
the farmer himself regarded his
occupation as inferior to that of
many others and it is not strange
that others have taken him at his
own estimate of himself.
To feed the world is neither a
small nor an ignoble task. This
the farmer must do but it is by no
means all that devolves upon him.
As acitizen he has duties as exacting
as those of any other class and per
haps more far reaching in results.
If the great question of self govern
ment is left to the cities and centres
of population there is scarcely any
question as to the ultimate result.
Even now corruption and malad
ministration seems to have the
upper hand in the congested cen
tres. What will the future show?
If this country is toenjoy continued
progress for generations to come
the people of the rural districts
must make themselves felt. They
must be the final arbiters in the
conflict between the employer and
the employed. If they fail to
measure up to their responsibility
neither history nor philosophy
warrant a hopeful view of the
future. The youth who chooses the
Broke Into Hie House.
8. Le Quinn of Cavendish, V t, was robbed
of his customary health by invasion of
Chronic Constipation. When Dr. King’s
New Life Pills broke into his house, his
trouble was arrested and now he’s entirely
cured. They’re guaranteed to cure. 25e.,
at J. W. Culbert’s Drug Store.

come a mere cog in the machine to
be cast aside and replaced in time
by another.
Would you encourage the boy to
stay on the farm and to make a man
of himself, organize a grange in
your neighborhood, attend the
meetings and make them in an
educational and social way all that
they can be made. In doing this
you will be doing missionary work,the good results of which time alone
will tell.

jpVBLIC SALE OF 50

Extra Ohio C ow s!
£ £

S i

£ £

Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
DAY, OCTOBER 17, 1904, at Spang’s
Hotel, Schwenksville, Pa., 50 extra good
Ohio cows with good calves by their sides.
Also some good close springers. Farmers
and dairymen, attend this sale as this lot
of cows are just the kind you need for this
winter’s stabling. They are extra baggers
and milkers and as butter producing stock,
they are second to none. Sale at one
o’clock p. m. Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
"DIG PUBLIC MALE OF

Cows, Shoats, Bulls,
FAT HOGS, SHEEP AND LAMBS !

'f &

£ £

Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
DAY, OCTOBER 17, 1904, at Beckman’s
Hotel, Trappe, one car-load of fresh cows.
This stock was selected by an expert judge
in Mercer county, and will be sure to please
you. The cows are young, straight, and
big milk and butter producers, and in
clude some good Shorthorns that weigh
1200, and one thoroughbred Jersey. 125
choice shoats, weighing from 100 to 150
pounds, and a few fat hogs. 2 bulls of the
best breed, and 150 fat sheep and lambs.
All to be sold for the high dollar, rain or
shine, at 2 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
Testimony of a Minister.
SEANOR & TUCKER.
W.
Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
Rev. Jno. 8. Cox, of Wake, Ark , writes ;
I® “ Stock will arrive Saturday morn
“For 12 years I suffered from Yellow Jaun ing, October 15.
dice. I consulted a number of physicians and
tri d all sorts of medicines, but got no re
lief. Then I began the use of Electric Bit
UBLIU SALE OF
ters and feel that I am now cured of a dis
ease tbat bad me in its grasp for twelve
years.” If you want a reliable medicine for
Personal Property !
Liver and Kidney trouble, stomach disorder
or gene al debility, get Electric Bitters. It’s
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES
guaranteed by J. W. Culbert. Only 50c.
DAY, OCTOBER 19, 1904, at the resi
dence of F. O. Betz, Evansburg, the fol
lowing personal property: 2 pigs,YT—
N THE COURT OF COMMON seed hog, one sow, 75 chickens, car- l i ^ r
1*LEA8 for the County o f Mont riage and harness, lot of apples, etc.
gomery. December Term, 1904. Household Goods: Bedroom suite, oak
sideboard, 2 cook stoves, 3 parlor stoves,
No. 3.
large ice box, cupboard, 10 ft. extension
To Deborah Francis, or Deborah Loucks, table, chairs, new rag carpet, Brussels
or her legal representatives or whoever and ingrain carpet, and other articles too
may be the legal holder or holders of the numerous to mention. Sale a t 2 o’clock.
mortgage hereinafter mentioned.
Conditions, cash.
F. O. BETZ.
Take notice, tbat on October 4th, 1904, L. H. Ingram, auct. John Smith, clerk.
Harris Brody presented his pelition to
above Court, stating, that he is the owner
of all that tract of land, situate in Lower
ONSTABLE’S SALE !
Providence township, Montgomery county,
By virtue of a landlord’s warrant,
Pennsylvania, at the intersection of the to me directed, will be sold at. public sale,
Ridge Turnpike Road and a public road on WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1904, at
leading toward Evansburg, containing 59 9 o’clock a. m., on the George Snyder
acres and 123 perches.
farm, between Creamery and Rahn Sta
That on April 7, 1327, Christian Mattes tion, Skippack township, two horses, one
executed a certain mortgage upon, inter
_ ^ fK c o w , hog, two shoats, chickens,
alia, the above described premises for the /{¡H L kharness, wagons of all kinds,
sum of $1200, payable April 1, 1828, unto
'slsigh. machinery of all kinds,
Deborah Francis, recorded in Mortgage
tools, milk cans, cider and vine
Book No. 17, page 130, &c. That on April gar, corn in field by the shock; potatoes,
4, 1829, Henry Loucks entered upon the and other articles. Seized and taken on a
record of said mortgage an acknowledge landlord’s warrant as the property of J.
ment of payment of principal and interest Davis Foulke, and to be sold by
of said mortgage stating that be was in
A. M. BERGEY, Constable,
termarried with Deborah Francis. That Conditions, cash.
there does not appear of record any au
thority of said Henry Loucks for so doing
and no sufficient release of said mortgage
»UBLIC SALE OF
is of record in said county. That said
mortgage is presumed to be paid, no pay
ment of principal or interest having been
Personal P ro p erty !
demanded or made thereon for over
twenty-one years, and praying for satis
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
faction thereof.
DAY, OCTOBER 20,1904, on the premises
Whereupon the said Court ordered t h a t 1 of the undersigned ou the line of the trol
notice of said facts be served by theSberiff ley, a short distance above Trappe, the
of said county on Deborah Francis or De following personal property: Bay horse,
borah Loucks. or her legal representatives,
years old, sound and kind and
or the holder or holders of said mortgage,
does not fear trolleys. 150 old
if they be found in said county and have jM—^ ¿ a n d young chickens. Lot wagon,
known.residence and if not, then give pub
hay ladders, fallingtop buggy,
lic notice by advertisement, requiring said road wagon,
2 old buggies, sleigh and
parties to appear in said Court on Mon bells, light carriage
pole, 3 sets carriage
day, the 7th day of November, 1904, a t 10 harness (one set new),
express harness,
o’clock a. m., to answer the said petition fly straps, lines, collars, halters,
and show oause why the proper decree new black fur robe, 18 ft. ladder, blankets,
500 lbs.
should not he granted and satisfaction of beam scales, rope and pullies, plow,
spike
the said mortgage therein described should harrow, cultivator, corn shelter, scythe,
not be entered on the record thereof by- grindstone, windmill, cutting box, naif
the Recorder of Deeds of said county.
bushel and peck measures, cow and timber
By the Court,
chains, wheelbarrow, hay knife, post
JOHN LARZELERE, Sheriff.
spade,
forks, rakes, hoes, buckets,
Henry I. Fox, Michael F. McCullen, At baskets,shovels,
bags, fence wire, fire wood, old
torneys for Petitioner.
and new lumber, cedar posts, wagon jack,
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Octo water
trough, chicken manure.
ber 5, 1904.
Household and Kitchen Furniture: Oak
bedstead, spring and mattress, kitehen
sideboard, settee, rocking chairs, table,
N THE COURT OF COMMON cook
stove, pots and kettles, dishes, tea
FLEAS for the County o f Mont set (new),
chest, lawn settees, oil
gomery. December Term, 1904. beater, largeioefire-proof
safe, and many
No. 4.
other articles not mentioned. Sale at 1
o’clock.
Conditions
by
. To Benjamin Casselberry, Jacob Casselberry, William Casselberry, Ann Rees,
J. B. SMOYER.
(children of Jacob Casselberry, deceased,) Wayne M. Pierson, auctioneer.
and Jacob Casselberry, James Casselberry, M. B. Linderman, clerk.
William Casselberry and Elizabeth
Schrack, and Matthew Dill, guardian of
the estates of Charlotte, Lydia and Rich
ANTED.
ard Casselberry, (children of Richard Cas
A young woman to do general
selberry, deceased, who was a son of housework.
Good wages. Reference. Ap
Jacob Casselberry, deceased,) and John ply to
MRS. D. W. EBBERT,
Reese, or their heirs or legal representa
l0-6.
Collegeville, Pa.
tives.
Take notice, that on October 4, 1904,
Harris Brody presented his petition to the
or sa le.
above Court, stating that he is the owner
Four pigs, 8 weeks old, and about 5
of all that tract of land situate in Lower
Providence township, Montgomery county, tons of excellent horse manure, at
BAKER’S MILK DEPOT.
Pennsylvania, a t the intersection of the
.10-13.
Ridge Turnpike Road and a public road Next to old toll gate.
leading from Evansburg, containing 59
acres and 123 perches.
o r sale.
That In and by a certain deed dated
A No. 1 square parlor heater in ex
June 2, 1803, and recorded in the office for
Recording Deeds in the county of Mont cellent condition. Apply to
J. L. BECHTËL, Collegeville, Pa.
gomery, in Deed Book No. 17, page 73,
&c., Anna Casselberry, widow of Jacob
Casselberry, deceased, and others granted
o r s a le .
and conveyed in fee unto William Cassel
good Schomaker square piano.
berry, four certain tracts of land in said Will Abevery
sold cheap. Apply to
county in said deed described, (part of
ANNIE M. SHENKEL, Trappe.
which tracts included inter alia, a portion
of the premises and tract above described,
belonging to said Harris Brody) subject VTOTICE TO GUNNERS.
to the payment of eighteen pounds a year _IN| Gunners and sportsmen are hereby
unto Anna Casselberry, widow, during
to trespass upon the properties
her life, and subject to the payment of forbidden
the undersigned:
Three Hundred pounds upon her decease ofJohn
Heyser,
Skippack.
unto all the children of said Jacob Cassel
D. S. Raudenbush, Upper Providence,
berry, deceased. That said Anna Cassel
Mrs. C. E. Longacre, “ .
“
berry, widow, died in the year 1823 or
Names added to the above list, 10 cents
1824. That said dower charge or sum of each.
Three Hundred pounds is presumed to
have been paid, no payment of principal
or interest having been demanded or made
s t a t e n o t ic e .
thereon for over twenty-one years, and
Estate of Josephine C. Gross, de
praying that said premises be discharged ceased, late of Philadelphia, Pa. Letters
of and from said dower charge.
of administrations C. T. A. on the above
Whereupon the said Court ordered that estate having been granted to the under
notiee of said facts be served by the signed. All persons indebted to tbe said
Sheriff of said couuty on the parties estate are requested to make payment,
above named or their heirs or legal repre and those having claims to present the
sentatives, if they be found in said oounty same without delay to
and have known residence, and if not,
S. GROSS FRY,
then to give public notice by advertise
L. G. BROWN,
ment, requiring said parties to appear in
Administrators.
said Court on Monday, the 7th day of 2101 Green St., Phila., Pa.
November, 1904, at 10 o’clock a. m., to
Or their attorney, J. Barton Rettew,
answer the said petition and show cause 1212 Stephen Girard Building.
8-18
why the said premises and tract of land in
said petition described should not be re
leased and discharged of and fron^ said
F YOU WANT TO BUY, SELL,
dower charge and the payment thereof
OB RENT
and the same duly entered of record by
the Recorder of Deeds of Montgomery
B
E A L E S T A T E ,
county.
By the Court,
JOHN LARZELERE, Sheriff.
Or place FIRE INSURANCE IN RELI
Henry I. Fox, Michael F. McCullen, At ABLE COMPANIES, apply to
torneys for Petitioner.
Brown, Cloud & Johnson,
Sheriff’s Office. Norristown, Pa., Octo
ber 5. 1904.
6-2. '
Norristown, Pa.
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For the Independent.

r a il .r o ad s .

the innermost recesses of thatdandy arms against the South until the
STORE OPEN TILL 6 P. M.
SATURDAY, OPEN TILL 11 P. M.
CAR FARE PAID.
cauteen
up
to
the
second
battle
of
war was over or just as long as it
Firi
ft
Bull
Run,
for
then
it
is
only
in
the
lasted, if forever, and then ordered
ass
&
1 Claes
history of the Lost Cause. His him to git, aDd not stand on the or
■4M
P
Rubber-Tiring a Specialty.
“ The Y. M.- C. A., organiza equipments were admired by the
4
der of his gittin’, either.
H o r s e - S h o e in g ra id G e n 
# tion was well represented in the brother officers of his regiment, and
Captain Johnston resigned and
Boys’ Suits This W eek.
e r a l K e p ttirin g
Children’s Suits This
army during the Civil War was it the gentile might have gazed upon
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
went
home
before
another
battle
PR O M PTLY AND W E LL D ON E.
not?” asked my friend. We knew him with envy, for all we know, for
was fought, well satisfied with his
W eek.
Have now in stock—Rubber tire 8
School Suits,
t
:
98c.
Top Buggy, light and neat. Fine I t pretty Dear what he was driving at, tie naturally attracted attention on military experience, laid aside his
IN EFFECT MAT IS, 1904.
under Cairlage, slightly used.
and that was to get us started on an dress parade, and it seemed the
Norfolk Snits, t
1 Cut
i
t 91.50
Light Buggy, pole latest pattern.
Trains Leave Collegeville.
army yarn, and when we get started height of extravagance to spoil so Wesleyan robes and doctrines of
Cheviot Blouse Suits,
Second hand Germantown Wagon.
his
denomination
and
joined
the
Cheviot
Salts,
i
:
1.08
Second-hand Top Buggy. Jumpwe never run down,—like a Water- fine a uniform in the field, march
F ob P bbk iom en J u n ct io n , N o rristow n
Serge Blouse Snits,
s
Quakers, in order to evade the
seat Carriage, good order.
and Philadelphia — Week days — 6.14.
bury
watch,
and
endless
chain.
Jack
Tar
Blouse
Saits,
Norfolk
Salts,
:
ing,
fighting,
bivouacking
any
(
t
2.50
7.19, 8.12,11.24 a. ra.; 6.05 p. m. Sundays—
Keystone ’Phone.
6.86 a. in.; 6.23 p. ra.
Burn more gas than a meter can where night overtook the army, draft, and died shortly after the
Velvet Bloase Snits, :
R. H. GRATER,
war ended.
Serge Saits, :
:
:
2.98
register.
F ob A llentown —Week days—7.82,11.04 §
Buster Brown Salts,
laying
down
to
sleep,
or
out
in
the
COLLEGE.VILLE,
PA.
Very consciencious,andas he had
а . m.; 3.22, 6.85, p . m. Sundays —
Djess
Saits,
:
t
t
5.00
Junior
Norfolk Salts,
Well
yes.
There
were
several
in
woods, brush or thicket, on picket, pledged himself not to fight against
8.30 a. m.; 7.39 p. m.
the Company and Company E. was but his “uniform costed him the South until the end of the war,
F ob E ast Grbenvillb —5.38 p. m.
known as the Christian Company, nuthin.”
Trains For Collegeville.
the only way to keep that promise
not only because it was commanded
L eave P hiladelphia —Week days—6.08,
At the second battle of Bull Run was to resign. He handed in his
9.38 a. m.; 1.36, 4.28, 5.28 p. m. Sundays—
by Captain Christian S. Carmack, a bullet from the enemy shied so resignation and it was accepted.
7.06, a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
t
t
but the Y. M. C. A. of Phila. was close to him that it carried away the He had pledged himself whether to
L eave Bbidoepobt —Week days — 2.19
б. 00 p.m. Sundays—7.45 a. m.; 6.59 p. ra.
well represented in the company. heel of his shoe. A bullet which the proper person to give paroles
L eavb N obbistown —6 58, 10.28 a. m.;
There were representatives from does not penetrate the body or skin, or not, and he proposed to keep it.
5.04 p. m.
L eave P ebeio m bn J u nction —Week days
Reading, Phila. and Port Provi but leaves but a mark as a slight He had promised not to break this
—7.17, 10.47 a. m.; 8.02, 5.26, 6.21, p. m.
M E N ’S CLOTHING.—Don’t wait .until the cold days are here and then hurry
dence who were not members of the token it has been there, simply parole, and he kept it to the end.
Sundays—8.13 a. m.; 7.22 p. m.
in somewhere and take what you can get. Skip the hurry and worry and come here while the New Fall Suite are fresh and in
L eave A llentown — Week days—4.07,
Y. M. C. A. The Phila. contingent paralyzes that portion of the body, How consistent ! But consistency,
full bloom. The best skilled makers build onr clothing, they couldn’t make better clothes for love or money. You’ll find
6.50,9.45 a. m.; 4.40 p. m. Sunday—4.45 8
garments here just a little newer, just a little better than the kind you get In other stores. You’ll like our prices, you’ll like
was tenderly cared for by Lieuten and prevents lively locomotion, and art thou .not a jewel ?
a. m.; 4.45 p. m.
N ick .
our ways, for we never allow a man to be unhappy with anything he buys here. Look or buy—we’re ready when you are
Just Received
L eave E ast Greenville —6.30 a. m.
ready. Our Coats and Suits 15.00 to $25.00.
.=,
ant Johnston and Shearman. The men have died from the effects of so
Sept. 8, 1904.
Company
was
filled
to
the
required
light a contusion, and this bullet so
ATLANTIC CITY K. R.
a Choice Lot
F e m in in e V iew o , It.
number by recruits from Reading, affected him, knocking him down
From Chestnut Street Ferry.
Her Husbaiul—I suppose a woman
real
live
Gentiles
particularly
fairly
knocking
the
props
from
un
of
For South Street see time tables at stations.
would have to be quite a philosopher to
Johnston’s Regulars, a batch of raw der him, and before he conld “grab be
WEEKDAYS.
Indifferent to her appearance. She—
T im othy Seed.
recruits who joined the Company a root and git,” he was captured. She’d have to be a lunatic.—Brooklyn
while doing guard duty in Alex His captors relieved him of about Life.
A TLA N TIC CITY. ATLAN TIC CITY.
CA PE M AY
YOUNG M E N ’S CLOTHING.- -The particular young men are the fellows
AND
we like to see coming in our door ; we are positive we can show you just the suit you*ll want The new Nut Brown Suits
andria, Va., in 1861. They were everything he possessed, except
7.30 a. m. Del. 5.40 p m. Ex.
OCEAN C IT Y .
T h r o u g h t h e T e le s c o p e .
are here in almost endless variety. You ought to see the new cut double-breasted coat in thia fashionable color. Cost you
9.00 a. m. Ex. 5.00 p. m. Del.
given in charge of Lieut. Johnston his shoes; as two shoes and only
DOi hing to look at them. Greatest variety of Scotch Tweeds and Homespuns we ever had. Just come right here* you'll get
10.50 a. m. Ex. 7.15 p.m . Ex.
8 50 a.m .
Upgnrdson—You were in a railway
Call
and
Examine
It
ff
2.00 p. m. Ex.
the best outfit money can buy and you'll not have to pay too much for them. Handsome Suits and Overcoats $3.60 to $18.00.
4.15 p. m.
to be taught the manual of arms and one heel were no good, even though car once when It was telescoped. What
8
$ 4.00 p. m. E x .
( 60 M inutes
SEA IS L E .
Company drill. One day after there were shoemakers in the fight. was the sensation? Atom—It made me
8.50 a. m.
f t
8 Lieutenant Johnston returned to And one of his captors remarked, see stars.—Exchange.
quarters after putting Ins squad they were a mighty fine pair of
O f C o u rse .
SUNDAYS.
through a course of sprouts the shoes when they were new.
Tommy—Pop, what makes the foun
tain play? Tommy’s Pop—The-water
Captain asked well Lieutenant how
A T LA N TIC CITY.
CA PE M AY.
SE A IS L E .
The Lieutenant’s haversack was works, my son.—Philadelphia Record.
7.30 a. m. $1 Ex.
are
you
getting
along
with
your
205
BRIDGE
ST.,
.
8.00 a. m. Del.
OCEAN CITY . 7.30a. m .if Ex.
9.00 a. m. Ex.
squad? Oh! excellent Captain, ex well filled with hardtack, coffee and
If you like to read and have many
10.00 a. m. Ex. 7.30 a.m . $1 Ex
5.00 p. m. Del.
cellent. They drill, just like Regu sugar, aud though General Tower books, be careful lest you read too
8.45 a m.
£* Phœnîxvîlle,
Penna.
7.15 p. m. Ex.
lars, and from that time on they borrowed a quarter ration, four much and think too little.
PHONE 12.
Detailed time table at ticket offices, 13th
were known as Johnston’s Regu crackers and a tablespoonful of mo
and Chestnut Sts., 834 Chestnut St., 1005
lasses for breakfast on the day of
A worthless man always has his sign is exercised by tbis Company, which acts as Trnstee, Executor,
lars.
Chestnut St., 609 South 3rd St., 3962 Market
J. P. Steiler, Manager.
Administrator aud Guardian. The care o f real estate is a special
the battle, the quartermaster came out—Atchison Globe.
St., and at Stations.
feature. The Company collects rents, pays taxes, attends to repairs,
A
little
leaven
leavens
tlje
whole
up and issued rations to the men;
G3#G3*»3*a9#a3#â
Union Transfer Company will call for and
and aets as agent for the best Interest o f the owner. Call or. write
qPRANS’
COURT
OF
MONTGOMERY
loaf,
and
its
effects
were
noticed
in
check baggage from hotels and residences.
I am prepared to promptly furnish
and before they bad time to eat the
COUNTY, PA. NOTICE OF FILING for information.
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER 1
the Company after a short time in rations, they were ordered into the AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS.
A. T. DICE, '
EDSON J. WEEKS,
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re
the service. Yet there was always fight, and carried their rations over Notice is hereby given to heirs, legatees,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent.
pairing, as to beaters and steam fixtures.
creditors
ami
all
parties
in
interest
that
the
Send for description of “Charmer” and
an influence for good that sur to the enemy. At least those who following accounts have been filed in the office
' “ Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are
the Register of Wills or Clerk of Orphans
rounded the Company which would were killed and helplessly wounded of
among the very best on the market, 1
Court, as the case may be, of said county, on
Main and DeKalb Sts., - - Norristown, Pa.
and sure to give satisfaction.
not down but was forever upper did not enjoy them, as the enemy tlie dates below stated, that said executors, ad*
minisirators, guardians and trustees have
most, and that was reverence to the did some fine looting.
settled their accounts in said office, and that
ALL KINDS of PUMPS
the
same will be presented to the Orphans’
Deity, and which bound us gentile
L attim o re & F o x
of said county, Pa., on Tuesday, October.
furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills 1
After his captors had relieved Conrt
18,1904, at 10 o’clock a. in., for confirmation, at
1supplied and erected.
and believer together with an in
time the Honorable William F. Solly,
him of about everything of any which
Good workmanship guaranteed.
President Judge of said Court, will sit in Court
dissoluble bond most pleasant to
A share of the patronage of the pub- i
Hoorn, No. 3 in the Court House to audit said
value, even to his haversack and its accounts,
i
lie
respectfully solicited.
hear and pass upon exceptions
contemplate, how. as then, and to
contents, they paroled him and he wherever filed, and make distribution of the
have been a member of the Christian
balance ascertained to be in the hands of said
made his way back to Alexandria, accountants.
J. H. BOLTON,
Company of the regiment meant
2 0 c . 3?ei* B o tt le .
ailon—Aug. 23—First aud final accouut of
where he called up a good Samar 1—NMargaret
M. Nailon, exeeutrlx of the last
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
honor, gallantry, intrepidity, pa
will and testament of Michael Nailon, late
itan in the person of Bro. Hewes of
#03»S3#03*«3»06*S
of Bridgeport, deceased.
triotism,
loyalty,
and
was
signifi
C
O
R
N
C
U
R
E
,
:
:
:
10c.
Per
Bottle.
hiteman—Aug. 23—Final account of Silas
Our increased sales show that
the Baptist church, who resided in 2—W
Jones, executor of the estate of John Whitecant of bravery, of gallantry, of
our motto of FAIR DEALING and
man, late of Lower Merlon Township, de
that city. He took him, clothed
THEY COME A RIJNNINO
MODERATE PRICES are appreci
ceased, filed by the executrix of said Silas
daring, for he who fears God fears
S O X ilD A T
ated.
Jones, now deceased.
him, fed him, replenished his pocket
Call Bell ’Phone 731, and let us to get our feed. When your stock shows an no man. And there are still sur
3—.Roberts—Aug. 27—First and final account
of Jonatha n J. Roberts and William Rob
show you our designs in OUR EX eagerness for Feed, it’s a good sign that they viving brave men of the regiment book which' had been drained by a
erts, executors of the estate of Susan II.
CELSIOR GRANITE. THE RICH are in good health, and that the Feed is good.
Fresh From the Factoiies, now
temporary loan for the benefit of the
late of Norristown, deceased.
EST LOOKING and FINE8T
who are bound to acknowledge, and Lost Cause, and sent him on his 4—SRoberts,
tewart—Aug 30—Account of Wm. A.
ORDINARY FEED
GRAINED GRANITE IN THE
on Exhibition at the
Stewart, executor of the estate of William
recognize the fact, the Christian way to his home, promising he
MARKET.
Stewart, deceased.
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
5—W
eirman
—Aug.
30—First
and
final
account
contains a large percentage of dirt and Company assisted very materially
E T ’ COLLEGEVILLE
of Samuel Cr. Weirman, surviving adminis
would not take up arms against the
foreign matter. Yon can depend on the
trator of the estate of Charles K. Weirman,
purity of the feed that we offer. You will to preserve the good name and add j South as loug as the war lasted.
la’eof Skippack township, deceased.
our pricer the lowest, consideripg to the regiment that glory and
L attim o re & F o x , find
6—Carver—Aug. 31—First aud final account of
quality.
E. L. Hallman and E. Emmers, executors
Bro.
Hewes’
story:
That
he
was
honor, that brave, courageous, in
of t he estate of Mary A. Carver, late of
We are now prepared to offer
Marshall and Kohn Streets,
Royersford, deceased.
awakened
quite
early
in
the
morn
trepid men glory in, gained by the
onr easterners goods at prices
7—R eppkrt—Sept 6—First and final account of
John C . Bebert, administrator of the estate
never before heard of,
regiment on many battle fields of ing after the battle of Bull Run by
of Philabcna Reppert, late of the township
Norristown, - Penna.
New Hanover, deceased.
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
the Civil War. There was still a some one knocking on the door, and 8—Sofchantz
Onr
line of Chamber Suite, at prices rang
C
O
N
TR
A
C
TO
R
FOR
—Sept. 6—First and final account of
ing from $12 to $50, are the best In the
Martha Schantz, administratrix of the es
warmth of regard and reverence peering out the window into the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
market,
and are well worth Inspection.
tate
of
Henry
W.
Schantz,
late
of
Fran
conia township, deceased.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
for him who rules for good, for the darkness, asked, “ Who’s there?”
FRANK W. SHALK0P,
9—
M
ajor
—
Sept.
8—First
and
final
account
of
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
Chaplain was always accorded a “ Me! Johnston,” came the reply,
Sa tuut.l O. Perry, executor of the estate of
be equalled.
Jane Major, late of Norristown, deceased.
“ Yes !
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
8ideboard3, from $8.50 to $30, In Solid
quorum from the Christian Com “Lieutenant Johnson !”
10—H aas—Sept. 8—First and final account of
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
William J. Reese, acm inistrato r of the
pany, if no other members of the Why, I thought he was out at Bull
finest.
estate of Edward Haas, late of Norristown,
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
other Companies attended, when he Run!” “No, he’s not! he is right 11—deceased.
S
hevlanu—Sept. 9—First and final account
Lounges, Concher, Hall Racks and Fancy
of James Fennell, executor of the estate of
held divine services, using a stump here.” Coming down to the front
Book
Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
In
Steam,
Hot
Owen Shevland, late of Norristown, de
door, there indeed stood the Lieu
attention, both in quality and price.
or
a
fallen
tree
for
a
pulpit.
ceased.
Water,
and
-j- TRAPPE, PA.
ktherill— ept. 13—First and final
We carry a full line of Rngs, Carpet
tenant. Not the man so nicely 12—W
account of Thou.as O. Atkinson aud Elmer
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
Lieutenant Johnston, was an out equipped as when the regiment
Hot Air.
S. Walton, administrators of the estate of
and
Tea Sets.
and out Y. M. G. A. man, attended guarded the good old -town the win
Joel 8. Wetherill, late of Hatboro, de
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
ceased.
Sanitary Plum bing and Gas F ittin g in all its
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Church regularly, while in camp or
eierman—Sept. 13—First and final ac
ter before, but now bare-headed, 13—W
count of Allen G. Reiff, admini trator d b
Our line of Carpets Is complete. Best
in the field, while the Captain, bare footed, or rather in his stock
n. c. t. a. of the estate of William Weier Branches». Mercer Boilers, A ctive F ortune R a n g e s,^
Inrgaln at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
C
o
t
läge
Boilcis,
Gas
and
Gasoline
E
n
g
in
e
s;
Rider,
man,
late
of
Franconia
towns<
ip,
deceased.
at
32 cents.
though not a member of said asso
elsh—Sept. 13—First and final account
ings, as well as in his shirt sleeves; 14—W
Picture Frames made to order.
of Henry M. Tracey, executor of the es and E r ric sso n ’s H o t A ir P um ping Engines.
ciation, was a Christian in words,
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
tate of Julia Welsh, late of Conshohooken,
no sword, no pistol. He presented
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
acts and deeds, for his voice was the appearance of one who had actu 15—Ldeceased.
At Fry’« Collegeville Hotel
entz—Sept. 13—First and final account of
Make your selections early, while (tick is
not only heard in giving commands ally fallen among thieves. He was
Satriuel J. Garner, administrator of the es
complete.
Stables,
S
T
.,
C
O
E
L
iE
G
E
V
IL
rliE
,
P
A
tate of Laura Virginia Lentz, late of Hat M A IN
Repairing and upholstering attended to
but quite often in prayer. He was
deceased.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
promoted to Captain of the Company 16—boro,
promptly.
All goods delivered free.
L eidy—Sept. 18—First’ and final account of
an undertaker of many years’ experience, C O L L E G E V IL L E , F a . a most pronounced enemy to the
Samuel J . Garner, executor of the estate of
IOO
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest First-class teams lurnlshed at all hours at liquor traffic, and when General and joined the regiment after the
Susanna Leldy late of Hatboro, deceased.
inters—Sept. 14—First and final account
expectations of those who will entrust me to
battle of Fredericksburg in Decem 17—W
reasonable rates.
of Harry F. Himmelberger, executor of the
serve them.
McClellan isssued orders prohibit ber, 1862.
estate
of Priscillia Winters, late of PottsParties will be accommodated with large ing the sale of intoxicating liquors,
tnwn, deceased.
t y Will meet trains at all Stations, Or- eoach.
18—Boyer—Sept. 14—First and final account of
He
gave
us
a
history
of
his
cap
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
and all liquor that should be
Henry W. Kratz and Albert Parrish, ex
AH kinds of hauling done.
ture, which was most interesting as
ecutors of the estate of Caroline Boyer, late
brought into the City of Alexan
For CAIt.HKKS to know is where to get the B E S T O H O l’P I N ti done and
of Upper Providence township, deceased.
—Sept. 14—First and final account
HBHRY BOWER* Proprietor, dria should be confiscated or de well as amusing, the way he related 19—Rofkaver
where to get a full line of the B E S T F E E D , such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
Lizzie
Reaver,
administratrix
c.
t.
a.
of
it. After he was hit he made an at
the.estate of Jacob O. Reaver, late of Lansstroyed, many gallons, aye barrels,
j
Sugar Feral, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
dale,
deceased.
tempt to get off the field, but the
F agkn—Sept. 14—First and final account of
Make a Man,” ran« the old say
of whiskey lost their heads and Rebs were driving our men back, 20—the
etc , at the L o w e st C a sh P r ic e s .
You will find It at
Bryn Mawr Trust Company, adminis
ing. In these enlightened days
trator of the estate of Gatnarine Fa gen,
their contents went rippling down
late
of
Lower
Merlon
Township,
deceased.
and his foot was completely useless,
■ FURNISHING M
one woman can do the sewing
d arn er’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
the gutters of Wolf Street, to the and, before he knew it be was a 21—Miller—Sept. 15—Second account of
for the entire family in addition
Henry R. Weiss and Lewis P. Cr. Fegley,
Potomac, in the Military District. prisoner. Two men, one with one
Lately remodeled and putin fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
executors of the estate of Josiah Miller,
to the regular housework i f she
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captors
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Established - • 1875.
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